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ABSTRACT
This thesis provides a description of the morphology and 
syntax of Damana, a Chibchan language of northern Colombia. 
Damans is an SOV language with postpositions and genitive- 
nominal, noun-adjective word orders.
Unusual features of Damana include: case marking suffixes 
which occur as phrasal affixes, a fusion of person marking 
and deixis in verbal suffixes, and interaction of temporal 
and spacial deixis on question suffixes.
Damana exhibits more agreement than would be expected. 
Causative constructions may contain two different direct 
object person agreement prefixes side by side on a single 
verb. In cases of advancement to direct object, the same 
argument may be referenced by two different agreement 
markers.
This study was carried cut by interviewing speakers of 
Damana in Avingui and Santa Marta. Part of the process was 




ip first person plural
Is first person singular
2p second person plural
2s second person singular
3p third person plural
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Damana, the language of the Uiua people, is one of three 
languages spoken by indigenous groups living in and around 
the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta, a mountain range in 
northern Colombia. Known as the Arhuacan languages,
Damana, Kogi, and Ika form a subgroup within the Chibchan 
language family (Frank 1987). Damana has SOV word order and 
meets the typological parameters of Hawkin's (1983) type 24 
languages with postpositions and genitive-nominal, noun­
adjective word orders.
A word list gathered by Rafael Celedon in 1886 is 
available in Trillos (1989), but until recently nothing by 
nature of a linguistic study had been published specifically 
on Damana. In 1989 the Universidad de los Andes published a 
descriptive volume containing a study of the tense and 
aspect system in Damana by Maria Trillos, as well as word 
lists, brief texts, and an anthropological study by Gerardo 
Reichel-Dolmatoff. An analysis of the phonological system 
is presented in C. Williams (in preparation).
Names by which outsiders refer to the speakers of Damana 
include: Uiua, Arsario, Malayo, Sanha, Sanka,
Arhuacan is distinct from Arawakan.1
l
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Guamaca, and Marocasero. For the purpose of this paper, the 
term Uiua will be used as this seems to have the most 
widespread acceptance within the people group (Trillos 
1989). Numbering between 500 to 1500 (Trillos 1989), the 
Uiua are the smallest and least known of the indigenous 
groups of the Sierra Nevada. An estimated 2000 members of 
the Kogi community also speak a dialect of Damana as their 
first language.
The majority of the Uiua live on isolated farms on the 
southeastern slopes of the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta.
On these farms, ranging in elevation from 3,000 to 11,000 
feet above sea level, they practice subsistence farming with 
slash-and-burn methods to grow coffee, sugar cane, potatoes, 
manioc, corn, avocados, onions, bananas, mangos and 
pineapples. Each family may have several small farms at 
different elevations to take advantage of different 
climates.
The Uiua have few domesticated animals, but with the aid 
of the Colombian government they are acquiring goats, 
chickens, pigs, and a few cows. Horses, mules, and donkeys 
are used for transport. Coffee and sugar cane serve as the 
only cash crops. They travel from farm to farm to plant, 
care for, and harvest their crops. Many families also 
maintain a house in the local village which serves as a
social and ceremonial center.
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The central figure in Uiua society is the shaman or 
mama, who serves as a liaison to the spiritual world. He 
has traditionally presided over all aspects of life: birth, 
naming of children, puberty rites, marriage, death, 
harvesting and construction He has also been responsible 
for imparting the knowledge of ritual, history, and 
religious beliefs.
Each village elects a 'comisario' {mayor), who reports to 
the local government. In addition, the Uiua have a 
representative, the 'cabildo gobernador', who conveys 
indigenous concerns to the national government. With the 
creation of these two positions has come an erosion of 
power from the mama. Today, by general consensus, there 
are no powerful mamas left among the Uiua.
The Uiua people are in cultural transition. Some have 
shed their cultural heritage while others have resisted 
change by avoiding contact with outsiders. A strong core 
group led by Mama Rumaldo is reviving Uiua cultural values 
by demanding to have their language written and taught 
through a bilingual school system. Their success has been 
limited by political unrest in the area. However, the 
village of Avingiii has succeeded in establishing a school 
where grade one is taught in Damana and grades two through 
six are taught in Spanish. It is often necessary to re­
explain in Damana concepts which were introduced in Spanish.
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The corpus for this study was collected between November 
1986 and July 1988 working with speakers of Damsna in 
Avingiii and Santa Marta under the auspices of the Summer 
Institute of Linguistics. The main contributors were 
Leonardo Gil Sauna, Reginaldo Gil Sauna, Jose Luis 
Chimonquero Gil, and Santiago Gil Mojica.
An integral part of my methodology was to study research 
from related languages and test the claims for Damsna.
The phonemic inventory of Dsmana includes 14 consonants
(p, b, t, d. k, g, s , z , § , ± , m , n . r , and h) and 6 vowels
( i , e , 3, r O , u and a). Voiceless stops are aspirated before
vowels: /tudu/ [t^^u] 'breast', /pebu/ [p^eybu] 'friend', 
/sak-an/ seek-IMPF fsak*"an] 'seeks'. Both /e/ and /o/ are 
glided as in /te/ Tt^ey] 'field' and /bo/ [bow] 'light'.
High vowels are voiceless when they occur between voiceless 
obstruents: /tiukuaiga/ [tSUkkweyga] 'big', /§ika/ [§Ikka] 
'people'. An underlying /a/ becomes [i] following a /g/ or a
Vv/k/ as m  /gama/ [gima] 'son' and /kan-kana/ [k ank ina] 
'wood-place of (forest)'. Voiced obstuents prenasalize at 
morpheme boundaries: /gura-buru/ [guramburu] 'hand-DIM 
(finger)', /ra-ie/ [ranfe] 'ls-POSA (of mine)'.2
In general, the first line of each example given in this 
paper is written in a broad phonetic transcription, leaving
2Exceptions to this rule include -ga 'ergative' and the morpheme 
boundary between words in a compound: /kaka-di-ia/ [kikk“ir2a] 'mouth- 
water-like (saliva)'.
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aspiration, off-glides, the devoicing of vowels, and raised 
/e/'s unmarked. The second line gives the underlying 
representation of each morpheme.
CHAPTER 2. SYNTACTIC OVERVIEW: CLAUSE AND PHRASE STRUCTURE
2.1 Word classes
Open word classes in Dsiaana include nouns, verbs, and 
adjectives. Numbers and time words are considered to be 
semi-open because while membership in this word class is 
restricted, loan words have been taken in (specifications of 
Dixon (1988:235)). Pronouns and demonstratives are shifters 
because the point of reference varies with the perspective 
of each speaker. Closed grammatical classes include 
postpositions, aspectual markers, deictic markers, some 
predicate and NP modifiers, and conjunctions.
The word classes which are recognized in Damana and the 
chapter in which they are discussed are given in Table 1.
2.2 Predicate structure
In an equational clause two noun phrases are placed into 
a relationship of identity. If the subject is an overt NP, 
it is not necessary for a copula to be present to carry 
subject agreement, and the predicate head is an NP.
6
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Table 1: Word Classes In Damana
Open lexical classes
1. Noun, with subclasses alienably 
possessed and inalienably possessed 
(including nouns which have been formed 
from verbs -see Chapter 3.1)
2. Verb (see Chapter 6)
3. Adjective (Chapter 3.2)
Semi-open classes
4. Number (Chapter 3.4)
5. Time word (Chapter 7.2.3)
Closed class of shifters
6. Personal pronouns (Chapter 3.3)
7. Demonstrative (Chapter 9.1)
Closed grammatical classes
8. Postpositions (Chapter 9.1)
9. Aspectual markers (Chapter 7.1)
10. Deictic markers (Chapter 9)
11. Predicate and NP modifiers (Chapters 7 
and 5)
12. Conjunctions (Chapter 5.6) 1
(1) ra wiwa 
ra uiua 
Is uiua
'I am a Uiua.'
In all other clause types the verb phrase consists 
minimally of a lexical verb. Through the addition of 
auxiliary verbs and verbal affixes, information concerning 
arguments, time, distance, and truth value is
8
communicated. The nuclear verb phrase may be modified by 
adverbs and adverbial clauses.
A subject is referenced on the verb phrase by a 
combination of verbal affixes. The grammatical relations of 
direct object, indirect object, locative, and benefactive 
are referenced on the verb phrase with verbal prefixes. 
Benefactive referencing is discussed in Chapter 8.2.
As illustrated in Table 2, subject agreement is marked by 
a combination of prefixes and suffixes. First person 
singular is a special case and is presented fully in Chapter
9.3.
Table 2: Subject Agreement Affixes
Singular Plural
1st person (special case) -kut
2nd person ms- ms- -ku
3rd person di- 23
(2) naya ukurin




nai-a -a raa-u -in 
go -PFV-ST 2 -do-CK
'You (sg) went.'
(4) naya mukwin
nai-a -a ms-u -ku -in 
go -PFV-ST 2 -do-2pS~CK
'You (pi) went.'
1U 'do' has an allomorph au before vowels.
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(5) naya awln (6) naya d^awin
nai-a -a u -in nai-a -a di -u -in
go -PFV-ST do-CK go -PFV-ST 3pS-do-CK
'S/he went.' 'They went.'
The argument bearing the grammatical relation of direct
object is referenced by the prefixes given in Table 3
Table 3: Direct Object Agreement Prefixes
Singular Plural






ns -tu -a -a 
1sDO-see-PFV-ST
(8) netuwa
ne -tu -a -a 
lpO-see-PFV-ST
'He saw me.' 'He saw us.'
(9) mstuwa3
ms -tu -a -a 
2sDO-see-PFV-ST
( 10) metuwa
me -tu -a -a 
2pO-see-PFV-ST
'He saw you.' 'He saw you (pi).'
(11) tuwa
tu -a -a 
see-PFV-ST
(12) ihkstuwa
ihka-tu -a -a 
3p0 -see-PFV-ST
'He saw him.' 'He saw them.'
When both second person subject and a direct object are 
referenced, the prefix order is subject-object.
23ka- refers to a number of individuals, ihka- refers to a group. 
This example cannot mean 'You saw him.' (See the third function of 
auxiliaries in Chapter 7.3.)
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(13) mawind£inaga manatukwa4 
maui-dina-ga ma-na -tu -kua
2p -PL -ERG 2 -IsD0-see-2pPRTC
'You all know me.'(Lit: 'You all see me 
habitually.')
An ergative case marking system occurs on noun phrases co 
disambiguate subject from object in transitive clauses. 
'Ergative', ga (ERG), is an enclitic to the end of the 
subject noun phrase; and the object noun phrase has no overt 
case marking (The presence of ergative case marking is 
discussed further in Chapter 4.1.)
(14) rags lorenso tuwa 
ra-ga lorenso tu -a -a 
ls-ERG lorenso see-PFV-ST
'I saw Lorenso.'
(15) lorenso naya 
lorenso nai-a -a 
lorenso go -PFV-ST
'Lorenso left.'
The complete set of prefixes referencing indirect object 
is given in Table 4. The verbal prefixes which reference a 
plural indirect object are identical with the prefixes 
referencing plural direct object.
4-dina is a nominal suffix meaning 'plural'.
11













na -kau -a -a 
1sIO-give-PFV-ST
17) nekawa
ne -kau -a -a 
lpO-give-PFV-ST
'S/he gave (it) to me.' 'S/he gave (it) to us.'
18) mikawa
mi -kau -a -a 
2sI0-GIVE-PFV-ST
(19) mekawa
me -kau -a -a 
2pO-give-PFV-ST
'S/he gave (it) to you.' 'S/he gave (it) to
you (pi).'
(20) akawa
a -kau -a -a 
3sI0-give-PFV-ST
(21) ihkakawa
ihka-kau -a -a 
3p0 -give-PFV-ST
'S/he gave (it) to him.' 'S/he gave (it) to
them.'
My corpus contains no examples where direct and indirect 
object prefixes co-occur or are expected to cc-occur.
When third person plural subject and an indirect object 
are referenced, the order is object-subject.
(22) ±in£oma antSikawa
Sin^oma a -hi -kau -a 
book 3sIO-3pS-give-PFV
'They gave him the book.'
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Besides the recipient function in the previous example 
indirect object agreement may also refer to addressee, 





(24) kansi nanfagga 
kansi na -zang -a 
dog lsIO-steal-PFV
'S/he stole my dog.'
(25) nozi nanduSi 
nozi na -dun -i 
flour IsIO-want-GER
'I want bread.'
A location may be registered on a verb of motion or 
existence with i- 'locative' (LOG).
(26) dukakanamba ipa uSi 
dukakana -ba i -pa -a -a u -Si 
upper.leg-OBL LOC~flat-PFV-ST do-FIMP
'Put it (flat object) in his lap.
Used in conjunction with the verb tu, 'see', and 
indirect object agreement, the locative marker carries the
meaning of 'wait for1.
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(2?5 inatuwa
1 -na -tu -a 
LOC-lsIO-see-PFV
'Wait for me!'
The locative prefix may combine with stative verb roots 
to form new transitive verbs meaning 'be (in a specified 
orientation) on'.5 (See Chapter 6.3 for the use of '3pS' 
with orientation verbs.)
(28) niSte
na -i -di -ta -ai
lsD0-LGC-3pS-vertical-ADZ
'be placed on me vertically'
(29) miite
ma -i -di -ta -ai
2 -L0C-3pS-vertical-ADZ
'be placed on you vertically'
(30) i£te
i -di -ta -ai
L0C-3pS-vert ical-ADZ
'be placed on him vertically'
2.3 Derivational affixes
Damana makes extensive use of derivational affixes.
participle ' , -ku . .wmiaalizer ' .
-ma 'object nominalizer', and -ai 'adverbializer'.
5I am aware of the loop in prefix order: S < DO in (13), DO < LOG in 
(28), LOG < 10 in (27), and 10 < S in (22).
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The participle suffix is a nominalizer which functions as 
a habitual aspect marker. When suffixed onto a main verb, 













Subject agreement, as marked on participles, is 
summarized in Table 5.
















'I am a planter.' We are planters.'
15





'You are a planter,' 'You (pi) are planters.'
(38) aka (39) dSaka
ag -ka 
plant-3sPRTC
di -ag -ka 
3pS-plant-3pPRTC
’S/he is a planter.' 'They are planters.'
Damsna also has a locative nominalizer, -ku (LN), which 
indicates 'the place where 'verb' happens'.
(40) Samugku
£a -bun -ku 
hair-grow-LN
'head' (Lit: 'place where the hair grows')
A third nominalizer in Damana is -ma 'object 
nominalizer' (ON) which changes a verb to a noun meaning 








'counsel' (Lit: 'That which is sai- }
The addition of -ai 'adverbializer' (ADZ) to verbs forms
a predicate modifier indicating manner.
16
(43) kitte unaka awin 
k -i -ta -ai unak -a -a u -in 
ADV-LOC-vertical-ADZ bring-PFV-ST do-CK
' H e 2 brought him,, here in a sitting position 
leaning against nim^.-'
'Generic negation' -gua (GN) negates the question word 
on which it is suffixed.
(44) fii fiingwa 
ni ni -gua 
what what-GN
'what?' 'nothing'
(45) ma flirjgwamaka agafii 





'Nothing is bigger than you.'
Other examples include:




. . u j.mand2 inaggwa 
bima bima -dina-gua 
which which-PL -GN
'which?' 'none of them'










A subordinate clause differs from an independent clause 
in Damana in that the subordinate verb must either be marked 
with deontic mood (see Chapters 7.2.1 and 13.3.2) or be 
nominalized. In (49), the complement clause 'that he had 
gone to the plain' is nominalized, i.e. in participial form.
(49) gewa?i nayanagka tukwin
geuai nai-a -na-n -ka tu -ku-a -in
plain go -PFV-be-VBZ-3sPRTC see-FP-WIT-CK
'I saw that he had gone to the plain.'
The subordinate verb must be marked as a gerund in 
certain 'want' constructions.
(50) mmduna e ra 2apeSi
mi ~ds u -i -a -x ra £ape§-i
. iO-want-PFV do-MEDL-PFV-QS Is sweep-GER
'Do you want me to sweep?'
(51) anaga anduSi awin ihkand£inaga
ana-ga a -dun -i u -in ihka-dina-ga 
3s -ERG 310-want-GER do-CK 3p -PL -ERG
iSta ga?i 
i^ta k -ta. -i 
beans ADV-eat-GER
'He wants them to eat b e a n s . '
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In Damana, the verb of an adverbial clausa is inflected 
for si ect agreement and deictic/aspect, This is followed 
by an idicator of the relationship that the previous clause 
has to the following one: whether temporal or logical. 
Finally the adverbial clause may be marked with -ru 'topic' 
(TOP) (using the terminology of Tracy and Levinsohn 1977).
In (52), the verb root of the adverbial clause is gug 
'to catch' It is marked with first person singular subject
aareernent (see Chapter 9.3), che deictic -ku (FP) (see 
Chapter 9.2.2), and succession (SUC).
(52) karu gukugemandfciru naka
karu gug -ku-ug -ai -mandi-ru nak -a -a 
car catch-FP-lsS-ADZ-SUC -TOP come-PFV-ST
'After catching a car, I came.'
2.5 Epistemic modality
Epistemic models function as verifiers which communicate 
the degree to which the speaker is committed to the truth of 
his statement, as well as the speaker's judgment of what the 
hearer knows. Systems of this kind are found in Colombia 
and Brazil (Palmer 1986:57). Two such modals in Damana are 
kima ' inf orm' (INF) and -in 'common knowledge'( CK) , (A 
complete listing of the epistemic modals is given in Chapter 
7.2.2.)
In a manner of teaching or instructing, the preverbal 
element kima relates what the speaker knows. but the
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addressee does not. The following exchange illustrates the 
use of kiaa (in 54).
(53) tukugeru raga
tu -kug-a -ai -ru ra-ga 
see-ls -PFV-ADZ-TOP ls-ERG
rani iggwiamba 
ra-zi -guia ~ba 
Is-POSI-brother-OBL
a§i±a hi ki nanu
a -§i£~a ni ki na-n -u 
3sI0-ask-PFV what IF be-VBZ-QS
'Seeing this, I asked my older brother, "What is 
that?".'
(54) ukueru nagwi memaru miku
u -ku-a -ai -ru na -gui -a mema -ru miku 




'And so he told me, "Those are monkeys".'
The verbal suffix -in 'common knowledge' (what 
Hensarling (MS) calls 'remind') relates what both the 
speaker and the addressee know.
(55) fiiggwi ±agga awawinagka





'Stealing things is not to be done.'
A complete chart of the epistemic modal system in Damana 
is given In Chapter 7.2.2.
CHAPTER 3. NOUNS AND THEIR MODIFIERS
Nouns are defined as a word class in Damsna as any 
element which can head a noun phrase and take other 
modifiers. These modifiers include adjectives and numbers. 
Pronouns are discussed in this section because they are used 
in the formation of some possessive modifiers.
3.1 Nouns
Genitive case marking makes a distinction between nouns 
which are inalienably possessed and those which are 
alienably possessed. (Genitive case is discussed in Chapter
4.3.) These two subclasses are illustrated in (56) and 










Kinship terms generally carry case-marked pronouns which
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Kinship terms generally carry case-marked pronouns which 





When used as a vocative, the kinship term is uninflected.
(59) gwia an±ina manuku
guia angina ms-nuk-u
brother how 2 -be -QS
'(Older) brother, how are you?'
The word class noun includes proper names and common 
nouns. A person's given name in Damana is kept secret from 
outsiders because it is believed that those who know a 
person's name have the power to cast uvil on him. The few 
given names I have heard in Damana, such as those for the 
names of gods, appear to consist of more than one morpheme. 
Proper names which are shared with outsiders are borrowed 
from Spanish.
Common nouns are often formed from roots meaning a given 
shape. Two of the most common shapes are 'round/having a 
hole', which is extended to mean 'female'; and 'pointed', 
which is extended to mean 'male'. (Reichel-Dolmatoff (1950)
similarly identified a 'male' morpheme and a 'female' 
morpheme in Kogi.) Some common nouns formed from the root 
'round/having a hole' are listed in Table 6.
Table 6: Nouns With Root 'Round/Having a Hole'


















Common nouns formed from the root 'pointed' include those 
given in Table 7.
Abstract concepts may also be expressed in a noun phrase. 
In (60), mar 'hunger' is an NP marked with ergative case.
(60) margs nagga?i
mar -ga na -k -za -i 
hunger-ERG lsDO-ADV-eat-GER
'I am hungry.' (Lit: 'Hunger is eating me.')
The descriptive concept of 'diminutive' is expressed in 
Damana with a nominal suffix. If the noun is plural, it is
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marked with -buru (Trillos 1989:57); and if it is singular,
with -gama.
























mena raenaggama menamburu 
mena-gama mena-buru
'woman' 'little woman' 'little women'
3.2 Adjectives
Descriptive terms involving dimension, color, and value
in Damana are often related to verbs (L. Williams (in
preparation)). One common method of forming an adjective 
from a verb is with the verb ku 'exist'. 'Pretty', for 
example, would literally mean 'good exists'.
(62) zukwega 'pretty'
(zu -ku -ai -ka)
good-exist-ADZ-3sPRTC
Some other adjectives related to verbs are given below: 
Dimension:
(63) ipgewaga 'fat'











Although tiukuaiga appears to be functioning as the 
head of the subject NP in (66), I am analyzing clauses such 
as this as instances of a headless NP, because since 
adjectives cannot be modified, they do not function as head
nouns.
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(66) tSukkwegaru naka awin
tiukuaiga-ru nak -a -a u -in 
big -TOP come-PFV-ST do-CK
'The big one came.'
The anaphoric use of adjectives is common in narrative.
In the following section of text, the head noun 'men' is not 
repeated in (68), but 'men' is still understood to be what 
'good' is modifying.
(67) terua wandukwegaru anduminanka
terua uandukuaiga-ru a -dun -u --na-n -ka 
man ugly -TOP 3sI0-want-NEG-be-VBZ-3sPRTC
'She had never wanted ugly men.'
(68) zukwegs kin andugga ksma
zukuaiga kin a -dun -ka kama
good only 3sI0-want-3sPRTC INFW
nsgkwa
na-n -ku-a -a 
be-VBZ-FP-PFV-ST
'She wanted only pretty (men).'
3.3 Personal pronouns
Personal pronouns distinguish first, second, and third 
person, singular and plural. The six personal subject 
pronouns are given in underlying form in Table 8.




ra nai-a -a 
Is go —PFV-ST
'I went.'







'first person singular' (Is) 
'first person plural' (Ipl) 
'second person singular'(2s) 
'second person plural' (2pl) 
'third person singular' (3s)1 





lorenso tu -a -a 
lorenso see-PFV-ST
' I saw Lorenso.'
Deictic demonstratives also function as third person 
pronouns (see Chapter 9.1).
3.4 Numbers
Numbers in Damana operate on a decimal system. The 
numbers one to ten are listed in Table 9, Examples such as
(71) and (72) indicate that -(g)ua is a separate morpheme, 
but I have not been able to determine its meaning.
1I do not know the difference between ana and na .
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(71) magi 'day after tomorrow' 
mo ~gi
two-rise
(72) mayn2iri 'three days ago'
raai -±i -±i
three-motion-motion
Beyond ten, numbers are made up of the number of tens 
followed by the number of ones.
(73) Iggwi ugwa ihkagwa 
ingui ugua ihkagua 
one ten nine
(74) inowa ugwa makegwa 
moua ugua makegua 
two ten four
After one hundred, speakers use a Spanish loan word for 
'hundred'.
(75) sientu taynwa ugwa kugwa 'one hundred
sientu tainua ugua kugua sixty-seven'















2An alternate word for 'one' is Sikua, but it is not used in 
counting. When used as a verbal modifier, ingui means 'again'
CHAPTER 4, CASE MARKING
Case markers are eliticized to the right-most element of 
a noun phrase. They indicate the role of that noun phrase 
in the clause, and follow an ergative-absolutive pattern. 
This contrasts with a nominative-accusative pattern in verb 
agreement affixes (see Chapter 2.2).
I am calling the four cases which mark noun phrases in 
Damana absolutive, ergative, oblique, and genitive.
4.1 Absolutive and ergative cases
Absolutive case is unmarked in Damsna. Ergative is an 
enclitic, ~ga (ERG).
(76) ran2ade naya
ra-fi -ade nai-a -a
Is-POSI-father go -PFV-ST
'My father left. '
(77) raniadega dumaga gwaga awin
ra-ii -ade -ga dumaga guag-a -a u -in 
Is-POSI-father-ERG lion kill-PFV-ST do-CK
'My father killed a lion.'
Pronouns may be marked with ergative case, as shown 
below. A variant form, -ka , is used to mark ergative case 
on the second person singular pronoun.
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(78) rags iorenso tuv/a 
ra-ga Iorenso tu -a -a 
ls-ERG Iorenso see-PFV-ST
JI saw Iorenso.'
(79) maka mogwanie agga
ma-ka mogua -£e anga -a -a 
2s-ERG parasite-POSA drink-PFV-ST
muye
ma-u -i -a -I 
2s-do-MEDL-PFV-0S
'Have you taken parasite medicine?'
(80) snaga paka kakineSa
ana-ga paka ka -k -i -nai-Si -a -a 
3s -ERG cow 3p0-ADV-L0C-go -CAUS-PFV-ST
'He sold them a cow.' (Lit: 'He caused the cow 
to go to them.')
Besides the use of ergative case described above, there 
are three additional clausa types in which ergative case is 
found.
First, with verbs that trigger indirect object agreement, 
the experiencer is marked with -ga.
(81) rage gaseosa kin nandunga
ra-ga gaseosa kin na -dun -ka
ls-ERG pop only lsI0-want-3sPRTC
'I want only pop.'
Second, if a goal is marked with -ku , the subject of a 
motion verb is marked with -ga.
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(82) ranSadega anSpebu nugeku
ra-ii -ade -ga a -±i -pebu nuk-ai -ku 
Is-POSI-father-ERG 3sI0-P0SI-frlend be -ADZ-LN
naya kama uya
nai-a -a kama u -i -a -a
go -PFV-ST INFW do-MEDL-PFV-ST
'My father went to where his friend was.'
Thirdly, -ga marks the beneficiary in possessor type 
constructions. In these cases, the subject is referenced 
with direct object agreement.
(83) rage mowa gema naksnsrjke
ra-ga moua gema ne -k -e -na-n -ka 
ls-ERG two son lsD0-ADV-BEN-be-VBZ-3sPRTC
'I have two sons.' (Lit: 'Two sons are for me,')
What I have chosen to call 'ergative' has been 
characterized by other linguists in a variety of different 
ways. Trillos (1989:59-60) generalizes the occurrence of 
ga as marking an 'agent/dative'. Although 'agent/dative' 
would accurately describe the function of -ga in examples 
such as (77) and (81), example (83) indicates that her 
generalization is inadequate.
Linguists working in related languages have had similar 
difficulties in glossing the morpheme cognate with -ga.
Their proposals are:
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Ika a non-topical subject




Hensarling (MS) Kogi NP which is more agent-like
Of these, I prefer the analysis given by Hensarling. It 
seems to work well together with the following scale 
(proposed in Van Valin (1990)) in which the role of a given 
noun phrase may range anywhere between an actor (agent) and 
an undergoer (patient).
Actor Undergoer
Agent Effector1 Experiencer Locative Theme Patient
If this scale is taken into account when considering the 
previous examples, -ga marks the NP containing the nominal 
which is farthest left on Van Valin's scale; the nominal 
with more subject-like properties.
Perhaps a gloss such as 'maximum agentivity' would be 
more appropriate, but I prefer 'ergative' for three reasons
1Van Valin distinguishes between an agent and an effector in that an 
effector accomplishes an action without affecting any other referent. 
In example (80), 'ray father' is an effector.
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first, -ga typically marks the subject of a transitive 
clause, secondly, it contrasts with absolutive case marking, 
and finally, it makes possible the ergative-other contrast 
in question suffixes (Chapter 10.1.2).
The ergative marker cliticizes to the right-most element 
of the NP, not to the head noun.
(84) su£i banSIga zeg makanakuki
su£i ban§i-ga zen ma -k -a -nak ~uki 
bird white-ERG fear 2sD0-ADV~BEN-come-NEGIMP
kama kekwa
kama k -a -i -ku-a -a 
INF'W ADV-AR-say-FP-PFV-ST
'The white bird said to her, "Don't be afraid".
(Lit: "Don't let fear come for y ou.")
In the basic transitive clause, human acts on nonhuman.
If this requirement is violated, then the ergative marker is
obligatory, otherwise optional.
(85) terua dumaga tuwa
terua dumaga tu -a -a 
man lion see-PFV-ST
'The man saw the lion.' (SOV word order)
*'The lion saw the man.'
(85) dumaga terua tuwa
dumaga terua tu -a -a 
lion man see-PFV-ST
'The man saw the lion.' (human/non-human 
hierarchy)
*'The lion saw the man,'
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(87) terua dumagaga tuwa
terua dumaga-ga tu -a -a 
man lion -ERU see-PFV-ST
'The lion saw the man.'
4.2 Oblique case
The oblique case marker, -ba (OBL), is cliticized to the 
right-most element of an oblique NP.
(88) iggiina sukweg&mba nengwi 
inguna sukuaiga-ba nangui 
trail good -OBL stand
'He is standing on the good road.' (Refers 
to following sound principles in his life.)
OBL marks a range of locative and instrumental meanings 
as well as addressee and recipient. In the following 
locative examples, -ba is rendered 'on', 'into', and 'to' in 
the free translation.
(89) ingwi ken kaggamamba gaga kdma
ingui kan kangama~ba gaga -a kama
one wood earth -OBL place-EFV INFW
uya
u -i -a -a
do-MEDL-PFV-ST
'He laid a stick on the ground.
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(90) gamantSinaru dukSwlmba iggo kama
gamantina-ru dukSui-ba i -kau kama 
boy -TOP river -0BL LOC-give INFW
uya
u -i -a -a 
do-MEDL-PFV-ST
'He threw the child into the ri^er.'
(91) pwebrumba naka awln
puebru -ba nak -a -a u -in 
vi1lage-OBL come-PFV-ST do-CK
'He came to the village.'
The occurrence of -ba after an instrumental NP is 
illustrated in (92):
(92) Seramba nakakd awin
Sera -ba na -k -s -ko u -in 
machete-OBL lsDO-ADV-BEN-cut do-CK
'He cut me with a machete.’
Addressees and recipients are also marked with -ba.
(93) ranfadega an2iggwiamba
ra~£i -e.de -ga a -±i -guia -ba 
1s-POSI-father-ERG 3sI0-P0SI-brother-0BL
ime kama agwia
ima -ai kama a -gui-a -a
this-ADZ INFW 3sI0-say~PFV-ST
'My father said it like this to his older 
brother.'
(94) ran&ademba paka akawa kdma
ra-±i -ads -ba paka a -kau -a kama
ls-POSI-father-OBL cow 3sI0-give-PFV INFW
uya
u -i -a -a 
do-MEDL-PFV-ST
'He gave a cow to my father.'
4.3 Genitive case
The possessor generally precedes the head noun with the 
genitive case marker cliticized to the right-most element of 
the possessor noun phrase.
(95) mena tSukkwegan&e magkasara
mena tiukuaiga-Se mankasara
woman big -POSA clothes
'a big woman's clothes'
Damana distinguishes two types of possession: 
alienable and inalienable.
Alienable possession indicates ownership and is marked 
with -±e (POSA).




Inalienable possession includes part-whole relationships 
(including most body parts) and personal relationships. It 
occurs only on pronouns and is marked with ~&i (POSI) . The
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resultant possessive modifier precedes its head noun and is 










A head noun with a pronoun possessor proclitic may then 






nawi-2i —ade -±e paka 
lp -POSI-father-POSA cow
'our father's cow'
The following examples illustrate the contrast between 
POSA and POSI on a pronoun possessor. POSA involves two 
words while POSI is a single word, as evidenced by the 
devoicing of ±i~. (See section on prefix devoicing in C. 
Williams (in preparation).)
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In cases of inalienable possession where the possessor 
noun phrase is other than a pronoun, a combination of POSA 
and POSI is used. Example (103) illustrates that POSA is 
cliticized onto the possessor NP, 'one man'. A redundant 
pronoun and POSI form the possessive modifier which is then 
cliticized onto its head noun, 'child'. I have never seen 
this use of a redundant pronoun in cases of alienable 
possession,
(J03) irjgwi teruanie an£iggamaga une awin
ingui terua-ie a -£i -gama -ga unai u -in
one man -POSA 3s-P0SI-child-ERG take do-CK
The son of some man took it.
CHAPTER 5. THE NOUN PHRASE
As in most languages, the structure of a noun phrase 
consists minimally of the head noun. The head noun may then 
be modified by a demonstrative, a quantifier, adjective(s }, 
a possessor, and/or a delimiter. Damana, however, also 
freely forms NPs with empty heads,
5.1 Head noun with demonstrative
A demonstrative precedes the head noun. Demonstratives 
follow a deictic system with three degrees of distance. (See 
Chapter 9.1 for more discussion.) The relative order of 
modifiers in a noun phrase, demonstrative-quantifisr-head- 
ad jective , is illustrated in (104).
(104) ima mowa dumaga tdukkwega
ima moua dumaga tiukuaiga
these two lion big
'these two big lions'
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As shown in (107), a demonstrative can head an NP,
functioning as a pronoun.
(107) fii gwaSi iyamaga
ni guak-i iama -ga
what say -QS over.there-ERG
'What is that one over there saying?'
5.2 Head noun with quantifiers
The set of quantifing words includes numbers (Chapter 
3.4) and those in Table 10.









When there is no adjective, the quantifier may precede or 
follow the head noun.
(108) Sikka bagwi naka awin
Sika bagui nak -a -a u -in 
person much come-PFV-ST do -CK
Many of the people came.'
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(309) bagwi terua d£inaka awin
bagui terua dl -nak -a u -in
much man 3pS-come-PFV do-CK
'The many men came.'
The difference in ordering seems to depend on 
definiteness (Frank 1990:31). I understand the order in
(110) to mean that there were more than four shells 
available. In (111), where the quantifier precedes the 
head, Serankwa had only four daughters.
( 11 0 ) ukueru atsnags











'And so the old lady fetched four shells.'
(Ill) seragkwaga makegwa buggama 
serankua-ga makegua bungama 
serankwa-ERG four daughter
kananka
k -a -na-n -ka 
ADV-BEN-be-VBZ-3sPRTC
'Serankwa had four daughters.'
When a head noun is modified by both a quantifier and an 
adjective, the quantifier precedes the head.
(112) mowa dumage tSukkwege 




5.3 Head noun with adjective
Adjectives follow the head noun.
(113) ranzade dumaga tSukkwega tuwa
ra-ii -ade dumaga tiukuaiga tu -a -a 




'My father saw a big lion.'
Instances of two adjectives following the head noun 
appear to be cases of conjoining with a zero conjunction.
(114) suzu smbanSi makSi 
suzu aban§i makti 
bag white black
'a white and black bag'
5.4 Head noun with genitive
The possessor generally precedes the head noun.
(115) §kwa teruanfe Sera 
Sikua terua-fe Sera 
one man -POSA machete
'one man's machete'
If the possessed nominal is the predicate in a predicate 
nominal construction, the order is reversed.
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(116) memaru gwama menandilnanie
mema-ru guama mena -dina-2e
that-TOP counsel woman-PL -POSA
'That Is counsel for women.' (That is women's 
counsel.)
(117) memaru Sera robertunze
mema-ru Sera robertu-±e
that-TOP machete robertu-POSA
'That Is Rob'' +'u's machete.'
Genitive case is discussed further in Chapter 4.3.
5.5 Head noun with delimiter
Delimiters qualify the noun phrase as a whole. Two 
delimiters are: -gua 'also' and kin 'only'. 'Also' is 
phonologically bound as evidenced by prenasaiization; 'only' 
is not.
(118) an^nie Sandunaggwa anzisi nekampana
sna-fe Sanduna-gua azisi nek-anpan-a
3s -POSA seed -also red do -INCEP-PFV
'Her seed also began to be red (she also 
miscarried).'
The following examples demonstrate that the delimiter can 
mark noun phrases in various grammatical roles. First, kin 
modifies the subject of an intransitive clause (119), next, 
a direct object (120), then, a locative (121), and finally, 
the subject of a transitive clause (122).
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(119) ran±iggwia kig naka awln
ra-£i -gula kin nak -a -a u -In
ls-POSI-brother only come-PFV-ST do-CK
'Only my older brother came.'
(120) kan kanduma kig ga ne£i
kan kanduma kin k -±a -a nek-i
wood rotten only ADV-eat-PFV do -GER
'He eats only rotten wood.'
(121) memaru gegirga kig kwaga
mema -ru gegarga kin kua -ka
there-TOP Sierra Nevada only exist-3sPRTC
'That one live;;, only in the Sierra Nevada.'
(122) anSabuga kin £ama akawa
a -2i -abu -ga kin 2ama a -kau -a 
3sI0-P0SI-mother-ERG only food 3sI0-give-PFV
'Only his mother gave him food.'
5.6 Conjoined nouns
The conjunctions in Damana are nan 'with' and kua 'or'. 
A phonological variant of Spanish y 'and' is also used.






'S/he looked for a bowl and spoon.'
(124) tefuna kwa teyrona kanagka cL̂-CL
tefuna kua terona k -a -na-n -ka a m u
tefuna or tairona ADV-BEN-be-VBZ-3sPRTC coca
'TeSuna or (his other name) Teyrona had coca.' 
Nan also functions to conjoin nominals in a negative
clause.
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(125) ranfcasi nan ran£imi n^nru
ra-±i -asi nan ra-2i -ml nan -ru
ls-POSI-slster with is-POSI-spouse wlth-TOP
soma gauggwi nugln
soma gau -u -angui nuk-a -in 
baby make-NEG-still be -WIT-CK
'Neither my cider sister nor my wife have had 
their babies yet.' (Lit: 'My older sister with 
my wife have still not made babies.')
kua may also conjoin entire clauses.
(126) nanay nagka kwa kwisa nagka
nanai na-n -ka kua kuisa na-n -ka
truth be-VBZ-3sPRTC or lie be-VBZ-3sPRTC
'(I wonder) is it the truth or is it a lie7'
The phonological variant of Spanish 'and' is [a].
(127) Samugku a tamakana namsi
Samunku a tamakana na -mat -i
head and stomach lsIO-occur-GER
'my head and stomach hurt'
CHAPTER 6. VERB STEMS
Verbs serve as heads of verb phrases and code events in a 
te^t. Trillos (1989) defines a verb in Damana as the entity 
formed by the combination of a stem plus agreement, aspect, 
and mode-person marking affixes (see Chapter 9.4).
In Damana, verb stems may be complex or non-complex. 
Complex stems include expressions of possession which are 
formed from copulas, placement verbs formed from orientation 
verbs, a basic motion serving as the root for another action 
involving that motion, and verbs which are related to 
ideophones.
6 1 Non-complex verbs
Basic transitive verbs are extremely rare in Damana, 
verbal concepts generally being formed from intransitive 
verbs. Non-complex verbs which take an object include verbs 
of perception, verbs of speech, verbs of destruction, verbs 














gaS 'burn' (person is subject)






gaua 'build or make'
Some verbs, like du 'want', involve an experiencer 
marked with ergative case (see Chapter 4.1), which is 
surprisingly referenced with indirect object agreement
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(128) r&ga gaseosa kin nandurjga
ra-ga gaseosa kin na -dun -ka
ls-ERG pop only lslO-want-3sPRTC
'I want only pop.'




na -mat -i 
lsIG-cccur-GER
(130) ua 'motion' (away
nawa£i















na -zi -n -i 
lsIO-motion-VBZ-GER
6.2 Verbs formed from copulas
The set of copular verbs in Damana includes na, nuk, and 
2a. In clauses equating two NPs, a copula is required only 
if mood marking needs to be made explicit.
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(133) terua narun
terua na-n -u -in 
man be-VBZ-ls-CK
'I am a man.'
The following example illustrates the use of na in 
combination with 'benefactive' for expressing possession:
(134) seragkwaga makegwa burjgsma 
serankua-ga makegua bungama 
Serankwa-ERG four daughter
kananks
k -a -na-n -ka 
ADV-BEN-be-VBZ-3sPRTC
'Serankwa had four daughters.' (Lit: 'Four 
daughters were for Serankwa.')
As shown in the following interchange, nuk serves as the 
copula in a predicate locative construction .
(135) bi?an mercao nuku
bi -an mercao nuk-u
where-INDFLOC market be -QS
'Where is the market?'
(136) i?an nugin
i -an nuk-a -in
here-INDFLOC be -WIT-CK
'It is near here.'
The copula ±a is required when the subject of a clause 
is impersonal or inanimate. It is used in clauses 
pertaining to weather, time, and properties of inanimate 
objects.
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(137) me?an snSina iari
me -an anSina 2 a-n -i
there-INDFLOC how be-VBZ-QS
'How is it (the weather) around there?'
(138) kaskana 2araSka...
kaskana 2 a-n -i -a -a§ka 
beginning be-VBZ-MEDL-PFV-OVLP
'In the beginning...'
(139) geru tagwi aniagga
ge -ru tagui a -za-n -ka 
fire-TOP hot 3sI0-be-VBZ-3sPRTC
'The fire is hot.'
2 a is also used when identifying an animate subject in
terms of its origin. This point of origin may be a location 
or a point in time.
(140) iggwi terua sndua puebru 
ingui terua andua puebru 
one man other village
2 ana tuwa
2 a-n -a tu -a -a 
be-VBZ-PFV see-PFV-ST
awin 
u -u -in 
do-ls-CK
'I just saw a man who was from another village.'
(141) suli smbsnSi dSibuks ±ana
su2 i absnSi dibu-ka 2 a-n -a
bird white sea -LOCP be -VBZ-PFV
arjkamayampana
an -k -a -mai -anpan-a
POSRE-ADV-AR-sing-INCP -PFV
'A white bird that was from the sea began to 
sing his own song.'
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(142) nawinilmama mu£iringwi Sana
naui-Si -mama muSirl -gui za-n -a
Ip -POSI-ancestor two.days,ago-EMPH be-VBZ-PFV
ime ksma gwa§a
Ima -al ksma guak- 1  -a -a
this-ADZ INFW say -MEDL-PFV-ST
•'Our ancestor (who was) from a long time ago 
said like that.'
Example (143) illustrates that Sa is used to express 
possession.
(143) ra iba nsksniaSi
ra iba ns -k -s -ia-n -i 
I work lsDO-ADV-BEN-be-VBZ-GER
'I have work.' (Lit: 'Work is for me.')
6 .3 Orientation verbs
Orientation verbs indicate the location of an object with 
respect to a surface. For example, a woman may be either 
vertical or horizontal depending if she is sitting or lying 
down.
(144) stsna kute
etsna gu -ta -ai
old long-vertical-ADZ
'the old woman sat'
(145) stana gaga
stana gaga -a -a
old horizontal--PFV-ST
'the old woman lay down'
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Orientation verbs can a j.s o  express placement of an object 
in a position. The ambiguity between existence verbs and 
locational verbs of placement is resolved through nominal 
suffixes. A participial suffix on a noun indicates 
existence with the indicated orientation.
(145) lapi mesaka gaga
lapis mesa -ka gaga -a -a
pencil table-LOCP horizontal-PFV-ST
'The pencil was on the table.'
An object whicn is placed with a certain orientation with 
respect to a surface is marked with -ba 'oblique' (OBL).
(147) lapi mesamba gaga
lapis mesa -ba gaga -a -a
pencil table-OBL horizontal-PFV-ST
'He put the pencil on the table.'
In Table 11, the verbs of orientation are organized with 
respect to their prominent relation to the surface 
(orientation) and dimension (D).
ta 'vertical' and gaga 'horizontal' were illustrated in 
examples (144) and (145).
pa 'flat' indicates that an object is flat against a 
reference surface.





Table 11 Verbs of Existence and Placement
vertical horizontal horizontal without 
1-D 1-D 2-D orientation














down in ka§a ka£a ka§a kama
(unseen)
If the subject is without a particular orientation with 
respect to a reference surface, its placement verb is duS .
(149) maggera mesamba dua
mangera mesa -ba dua-a 
cord table-OBL WO -PFV
'He put tha cord on the table (in a haphazard 
manner).'
The locative prefix, i- (LOC), on a verb nt orientation
carries the idea of 'up on'. When an object is placed so
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that a flat surface Is in contact -with a non-flat surface, 
the form ipa is used.
(150) dukakanamba ipa u§i
dukakana -ba i -pa -a -a u -Si 
upper.leg-OBL LOC-flat-PFV-ST do-FIMP
'Put it {flat object) in his lap.
When two surfaces of the same type are in contact, the 
orientation verb is marked with di- '3pS'. For example, 
iSpa means that a flat surface is in contact with another 
flat surface.
(151) i£pa kania
i -di -pa -a k -a -±i -a
L0C-3pS-flat-PFV ADV-BEN-tie-PFV
'{The lion was) tied (with his forehead) flat '
(against the tree).
Likewise, iSte indicates that two objects are in contact 
vertically, and ite means that an object with vertical 
orientation is in contact with an object whose prominent 
dimension is not vertical.
(152) ra ran^e burumba i§te
ra ra-£e buru -ba i -di -ta -ai
Is ls-POSA donkey-03L L0C-3pS-vertical-ADZ
nayuga
nay-ug -a -a 
go -IsS-PFV-ST
'I left mounted on my donkey.' (A person mounted
on a donkey is vertical because his legs hang 
down.)
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(153) dukakanamba ite uSi
dukekana -ba i -ta -ai u -§i
upper.leg-OBL LOC-vertical-ADZ do-FIMP
'Put it vertically in his lap.'
Kate and kapa mean that an object exists or is placed 
so that its contact with another surface is not quite 
vertical or horizontal respectively.
(154) aijkasesan kate





'S/he should lean back to rest.'
(155) d£iraka kapa nu§in
dira -ka k -a -pa -a nuk-in 
water-LOCP ADV-BEN-flat-PFV be -CK
'S/he is face down in the water.'
When a rigid object is placed inside another object so 
that it is no longer in sight, the verb used is ka&a.
(156) lapi duadumba kasa
lapis duadu -ba k -a -Sa -a
pencil woolen.bag-OBL ADV-BEN-place.in-PFV
'He put the pencil in the woolen bag.
With karaa, the contained object is without orientation.
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(157) marjkasara duadumba kama
mankasara duadu -ba k -a -ma -a
clothes woolen.bag-OBL ADV-BEN-around-PFV
'He put clothes in the woolen bag.'
Frank (1990:53) describes the equivalent system in Ika as 
a noun class system, requiring a form of agreement with the 
lexical verb.
The main classes name long objects (one 
dimensional), flat objects (two dimensional), 
three dimensional objects, liquids, containers, or 
objects with specialised holders. The grammatical 
correlates of these classes are different words 
chosen according to the category of the noun, such 
as ... (pa) 'put down flat objects'.
This contrasts with the system in Domana in which it is 
not the inherent shape of a noun which is the only crucial 
issue, but its orientation (horizontal/vertical) and its 
relation to a reference surface.
One way in which the meaning of orientation verbs may be 
extended in Domsna is through reflexivization. Reflexives 
may be marked as 'possessive reflc ve' (POSRE) or with fi- 
'detransitivizer' (DETR).
(158) agkate
an -k -a -ta -ai
POSRE-ADV-BEN-vertical-ADZ
'put on (one's own shirt)
(159) agkagaga
an -k - a  -gaga -a
POSRE-ADV-BEN-hor izontal-PFV
'put on (one's own mochila (a cloth bag used to 
carry personal possessions))'
(160) £ipa




f ti -pa -ai -Si
DETR-flat-ADZ-CAUS
'clap (hands)'
Ta 'vertical' is the root of the following verbs:








(Lit: 'carefully upright ' ) 1
c. fitana 'walk'
ft i -ta -na
DETR-vertical-be
d. katana
k -a -ta -na
ADV-BEN-vertical-be
'arrived'
(Lit: 'be vertical for 
(location)')
A comir.or extension of 5a 'place inside' is 
Lit: 'be placed inside (a bag)).
lSee Chapter 7.2.3 for this sense of z i
Sana ' buv'





ma-k -i -Sa -n ~a -a
2 s-ADV-L0 C-place.In-VBZ-PFV-ST
'I bought a pencil for you.' (Lit: 'I placed a 
pencil in your (bag).')
6.4 Verbs of motion forming related actions
There are a number of verbal roots based on various types 
of motion, and these form the basis of other verbs. One 
such root is ua 'back and forth'.
(164) ua [wa] 'back and forth'
a . wekubi 'swim/fly'
ua -ai -kum -i
motion-ADZ-remain-GER
b. weSi 'fan a fire'
ua -ai -Si
motion-ADZ-CAUS
c. aweSa 'c.’ear small
a -ua -ai -Si -a brush'
3sI0-mot ion-ADZ-CAUS-PFV
d. awaSi 'vomit'







Other motion verbs and some of their derived forms are
(165) nak 'come'





zain k -a -nak -i 
fear ADV-BEN-come-GER
'be afraid'















a -zi -n -a 
3 s1 0 -intertwine-VBZ-PFV
'light a fire'
b. anzifan









§i -k -a -Si -i 
string-ADV-BEN-tie-GER
'learn'
(Lit: 'tie a 
s tring on')
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(169) ma ' around'
a. ame§i
a -ma -ai ~§i 
3sI0-around-ADZ-CAUS
b. gura agkame§i
gura an ~k -a -ma -ai 
arm POSRE-ADV-310-aroiind-ADZ
c. amazi
a -ma -n -i
3sI0-around-VBZ-GER
d. tag ama 






a -ma -ai -nuk-ka
3sI0-around-ADZ-be -3sPRTC
(170) iu [ iyu ] ' go down'
a. kaiyu
















'put legs in 
pants'







string to go 
down')
6.5 Verbs related to ideophones
The following examples illustrate a relationship between 
verbs and ideophones. The sound made from something 
splitting, kusn, is also used in forming the verb 'to 
split'.







u -Si ingina-gua 
do-FIMP rock -also
kwan kwan kama kekwa
kuan kuan kama k -a -i -ku-a -a
sound sound INFW ADV-AR-say-FB-PFV-ST
'For seven years (it was so hot and dry), the 
sun caused even the rocks to split.' (Lit: 'The 
rocks said 'kwan kwan'.')
(172) iwa zume kanduma
iua zume kan -duma
today well wood-rotten
rikwantSunnanagka ii
&i -kuan -Si -u -an -na-n -anka &i 
DETR-sound-CAUS-NEG-IMPF-be-VBZ-FUT worm
gaega
k -&& -ega 
ADV-eat-PUR
'Today (from now on) he will not be able to 
split rotten wood well in order to eat worms.'
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There is also a relationship between a grunt sound and 
weight (glossed 'effort').
(173) ukwadkaru ga ga rida
u -ku-a -adka-ru ge ga rid -a -a 
do-FP-PFV-OVLP-TOP sound sound shout-PFV-ST
'And 'ga ga' sounded (something exploding .in the 
fire).'
(174) ga an^agga




ga -n -i 
ef fort-VBZ-GER
'pulling'
CHAPTER 7. VERB PHRASE AND VERBAL INFLECTION
With the exception of clauses equating noun phrases, a 
predicate consists minimally of a lexical verb. Through the 
addition of auxiliary verbs, verbal affixes, and other 
predicate modifiers, information concerning arguments, time, 
distance, and truth value is communicated.
The major topics discussed in this chapter are: aspect 
and temporal relationships, predicate modifiers, the 
functions of auxiliary verbs, and negation.
Agreement with arguments is covered in Chapters 2.2 and
9.3.
7.1 Aspect and temporal relationships
Aspect is indicated by means of verbal suffixes. Its 
scope is only the action denoted by the verb on which it is 
marked.
Affixes which perform an aspectual function include those 
in Table 12.
Perfective aspect refers to a complete event (Comrie 













(176) anfabtige kin faraa akawa
a -zi -abu -ga kin faraa a -kau -a 
3sI0-P0SI-mother-ERG only food 3sI0-give-PFV
'Only his mother gave him food.'
Imperfective aspect, marked with -an 'imperfective' 
(IMPF), indicates that an event is going on at the time of 
the reference point.
(177) fii dugwan nuku
ni dug -an nuk-u
what cook-IMPF be-QS
'What is s/he cooking?'
(178) kunehu nakan kama tukwa dumagage
kunehu nak -an kama tu -ku-a -a dumaga-ga
rabbit come-IMPF INFW see-FP-PFV-ST lion -ERG
'The lion saw the rabbit coming.'
Additional suffixes serve to qualify imperfective aspect. 
These extensions of 'imperfective' are shown in Table 13. 
Aspectual suffixes involving 'imperfective' are indicated as
1-ka is used here as a representative form for participle. The form 
of participle varies for person (see Chapter 2.3).
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bimorphemic for the 
sake of clarity are
remainder of this chapter, 
given a single gloss.
but for the
















(179) ana iyam agante nugin
ana iem ag -(an-te) nuk-a -in
3s corn plant-CONT be -WIT-CK
'He is continuing to plant corn.'
(180) na homaggwi
na hom -(an-gui) 
3s bathe-still





'(Ke) began (and continued) to play.' 
(from that time on)
( 182 ) ana iyam a gift & awi n
ana iam ag -(an-ua) u -in
3s corn plant-I'MN do-CK
'He is about to start to plant corn.’
(183) ana iyam agan naysnka
ana iam ag -an nai-(an-ka)
3s corn plant-IMPF go -FUT
'S/he will go to plant corn.'
A gerundive suffix encodes the aspectual qualities of 
iterativity or durativity. It replaces the imperfective, 
rather than being added to it. On a punctiliar verb, a 
gerund indicates repetitive action throughout a span.
(184) kugwa kagi kan kanduma kin ga neSi
kugua kagi kan kanduma kin k -£a -a nek-i
seven year wood rotten only ADV-eat-PFV do -GER
'For seven years, (he) used to eat only rotten 
wood.'
When a non-punctiliar verb is marked with a gerundive 
suffix, the action concerned takes place throughout a span 
at the same time as another action.
2Hensarling (MS) calls aspectual markers such as (-an-pan) 'stem­
forming aspects' because they create a new verb to which additional 
aspectual suffixes may be added.
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(185) mund^uwi £anekan3 nukwasksru
mo -diui 2 a-nek-sn nuk-ku-a ka-ru
two-sun be-do -IMPF be -FP-PF 7LP-T0P
dumaga marga ga?i .ra
dumaga mar -ga k -2 a-i dira
lion hunger-ERG ADV-eat-GEP water
andu£i widampana iia ukwa
a -dun -i uid-anpan-a ama u -ku-a -a 
3sIO-want-GER die-INCP -PF\ INFW do-FP-PFV-ST
'For two whole days the lion was hungry and 
thirsty, and he began to die.'
The participial suffix on a rb stem conveys the idea of 
'habitual'; it also nominalizes the verb to mean 'a person 
who does X', or 'a person who knows how to do X' (see 
Chapter 2.3).
(186) mema gaya kugwa izu goka 
mema gaia kugua suzu gau -ka 
that girl seven bag make-3sPRTC
nagkwa
na-n -ku-a -a 
be-VBZ-FP-PFV-ST
'That girl was a seven bag a day maker.'
Temporal relationships are also communicated through 
clause chaining where an event serves as the reference point 
for location in time for the event in a subsequent clause. 
Connectors marked with -aandi 'succession' (SUC), indicate
OThis verb appears to be a compound of 2 a , the auxiliary used in time 
and. weather expressions (see Chapter 7.3), and nek 'do'.
6 3
that the situations are sequential; -a§ka marks temporal 
overlap (OVLP).
(187) kekwemana^iru ingwi maSi
k --a -i -ku-ai -mandi-ru ingui ma£ -i 




'After telling her that, he went as though he 
were leaving her.'
(188) d^iraggwa hana ukwa§ka na
dira -gua han-a -a vi -ku-a -aSka na 
water-also dry-PFV-ST do-FP-PFV-OVLP 3s
marga ga?i
mar -ga k -±a-i 
hunger-ERG ADV-eat-GER
'The water also dried up, and he was hungry.'
The past perfect construction is a form of relative 
tense. In this construction, the 'be' auxiliary, n a , is a 
proclitic attached to an auxiliary verb. It is used in non- 
chronological story telling, and indicates that an action 
occurred prior to the reference point indicated by the tense 
marking on the verb (Hensarling (MS)).
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(189) iggwi tugs antSikawa awa
ingul tuga a -di -kau -a u -a




'They (each) had given a grandson to her.'
Trillos (1989) calls na-/nana~ 'historic past/legendarv 
past'. She implies that the reduplication of na- conveys a 
greater degree of removal in time, but it seems rather that 
the reduplicated form indicates that the reported state is 
not true at the time of the reference point. Example (190) 
is the introductory sentence to a narrative which describes 
the history of the condor. It states that, the condor once 
ate people, but the condor learns that he must not eat 
people and no longer does.
(190) wit^iri. dumags £itubikuma dikka
uitiri dumaga 2 i -tubikum -a §ika 
condor lion REFL-turn.into-PFV people
ga neks nanansrjka
k -2 a -a nek-a na-na-na-n -ka 
ADV-eat-PFV do -PFV be-be-be-VBZ-3sPRTC
'There was a condor who turned into a lion and 
had been a people eater.'
The prefix si- (which is likely related to the verb sis 
'to lose') relates an e'.'ent in the past which the speaker 
claims to be true, but no longer remembers exactly when it 
occurred. Hensarling (MS) calls the corresponding morpheme
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in Kogi 'remote past' and describes its use as being what an 
old person would say when referring to a trip taken in his 
youth.
(191) ra ±a kama sauga
ra £a kama si -u -ug -a -a 
,1s eat INFW REM-do-1 sS-PFV-ST
‘1 ate.' (sometime in the distant past, don't 
remember when)
When a series of events takes place in a narrative, the 
entire sequence may be located in time by a time expression 
at the beginning and an aspectual marking on the auxiliary 
verb at the end.
(192) mundfuwi £anekan nukwaSkaru
mo -diui ±a-nek-an nuk-ku-a -aSka-ru 
two-sun IA-do -IMPF be -FP-PFV-OVLP-TOP
dumaga marge ga?i d±ira
dumaga mar -ga k -±a-i dira 
lion hunger-ERG ADV-eat-GER water
andu2 i widampana kama ukwa
a -dun -i uid-anpan-a kama u -ku-a -a
3sI0-want-GER die-INCP -PFV INFW do-FP-PFV-ST
'For two whole days the lion was hungry and 
thirsty, and he began to die.'
7.2 Predicate modifiers
Predicate modifiers include markers of deontic and 
epistemic modality and adverbial concepts.
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7.2.1 Deontlc modality
Modals which communicate the notions of reality, 
obligation, intention, ability and permission in Damana 
include those listed in Table 14.
Table 14 Deontic Modal Suffixes
- ega 'purpose' ( PUR)
- du ' irrealis' (IRR)
- guaSa 'conditional' (CONSQ
- akua 'obligation' (OBG )
- aui 'prohibition' (NAP)
- u 'negat ive' (NEG )
- ranga 'able'
-anka 'future' (FUT)
-ka 'know how to' (PRTC)
Purpose clauses may be glossed as 'in order to', and are 
marked by the suffix -ega (PUR). (Motion verbs take a 
different purpose marker. See Chapter 13.2.)
(193) lapi nawa neks 2.in£oma gawega
lapis naua nek-ka iinfoma gau -ega
pencil need do -3sPRTC book make-PUR
'Pencils are needed in order to make books.'
Following imperfective aspect -du carries the meaning 
of 'irrealis' (IRR). In this sense it is often used in 
conjunction with -gua§a •' consequence ' (CONSQ) to express a
contrafactual-consequence pair.
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(194) naya mawSndu tuwa
nai-a ms-u -an -du tu -a -a 
go -PFV 2s-do-IMPF~IRR see-PFV-ST
mawanaggwaSa fii
ins-u -a -na-n -guaSa-a na-ln 
2s-do-PFV-be-VBZ-C0NSQ-PFV be-CK
'If you had gone, you would have seen it.'
When -du follows future, however, it merely casts doubt 
on the validity of the statement. In these situations it 
may be glossed 'maybe'.
(195) naka auggaru
nak -a -a u -anga -du 
come-PFV-ST do-lsSFUT-IRR
'(Maybe) I will come.'
Obligation is conveyed by the modal suffix -akua (OBG).
(196) agama Si agkandSa
agama Si an -k -a ~ii -a
more string POSRE-ADV-BEN-tie-PFV
awakwaga 
u -akua- a -ka 
do-OBG -FRM-3SPRTC
'(I) should learn more.' (Lit: 'tie more string 
on' )
akua is also used in constructions involving an
agentless passive.
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(197) an2oma Isa awakwa fti
anSoma 1 -ss u -akua na-in
shell LOC-peel do-should be-CK
'It (the lion) should be skinned.'
The equivalent of a negative agentless passive 'NAP' is 
marked with -aui . It is used to refer to what is 
prohibited.
(198) ekwega 2agge awawlnagke hi
ekuaiga 2 ang -a u -aui-na -n -ka na-in
things steal-PFV do-NAP-be -VBZ-3sPRTC be-CK
'Stealing things is not to be done.'
(199) nabiorjkara gawinanka 
nabionkara k -2 a -aui-na-n -ka
dog ADV-eat-NAP-be-VBZ-2s/3PRTC
'Dogs are not to be eaten.'
The contrast between -akua and -aui is illustrated in 
the following conversation concerning the edibility of a 
certain type of fruit:
(2 0 0 ) gawlnarjka?
k -2 a -aui-na-n -ka 
ADV-eat-NAP-be-VBZ-2s/3PRTC
'Is it not to be eaten?'
(2 0 1 ) gakwaga
k -2 a -akua-ka 
ADV-eat-OBG -3sPRTC
It is to be eaten.'
When used in conjunction with the auxiliary ±a 'be' in a 
possessive construction, -akua has an extended sense of 
permission.
(2 0 2 ) nayakwa kan^ari
nai-akua-a k -a -±a-n -i 
go -0BG -PFV ADV-BEN-be-VBZ-GER
'He has the right to go.'
Negation is discussed primarily in Chapter 7,4; it is 
mentioned here with deontic mode because when it occurs with 
imperfective aspect, it includes an element of intention.
(203) ranfade nayun fli
ra-ii -ade nai-u -an na-in
ls-POSI-father go -NEG-IMPF be-CK
'My father did not go.' (and won't)
-ranga 'able' asserts that the subject is capable of 
performing the action in question. The use of -ranga in 
complement clauses is discussed in Chapter 13.3.
(204) nene napgonekaragga bebia
nene na -gonek-ka -ranga bebia 
who lsIO-help -3sPRTC-ab.le medicine
wargwega 
u -arug -ega 
POR-ascend-PUR
'Who can help me in order to take the medicine 
up. '
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A 'future' expresses intention or prediction. It is made 
up of imperfective aspect plus participle, and is therefore 
marked for person.
(205) naka awsgkura fti
nak -a -a u -ankura na-in 
come-PFV-ST do -IpFUT be-CK
We will come.
{206) iwa zume kanduma
iua zume kan -duma 
today well wood-rotten
rikwantSunnanarjka 2 i
±i -kuan -Si -u -an -na~n -anka di 
DETR-sound-CAUS-NEG-IMPF-be-VBZ-FUT worm
gaega
k -±a -ega 
ADV-eat-PUR
'Today (from now on) he will not be able to 
split rotten wood well in order to eat worms.'
7.2.2 Epistemic modality
Damana employs an evidential modal system in which modais 
function as verifiers which communicate the degree to which 
the speaker is committed to the truth of his statement, as 
well as the speaker's judgement of what the addressee knows. 
Following the analysis of Hensarling (MS) but the 
terminology of Palmer (1986), I propose the system given in 
Table 15 for epistemic mood markers in Damana.
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Table 15; Epistemic Mood Markers
speaker addressee first hand
knowledge
me — — —
ki - + 7
kima + - -
kama + - +
-in + + -
-a-in + + +
Me and ki are used in question formation. Me marks an 
ignorative question (see Chapter 10.5) where neither the 
speaker nor the addressee knows the information requested 
(therefore, both are marked with -).
(207) wida au me
uid-a -a u -u me 
die-PFV-ST do-QS IG
'Who knows if it died?'
Ki is used in question focus, and is described in 
Chapter 10.1.3. In these cases, the speaker does not have 
the requested knowledge (-), but believes that the addressee 
does (+).
(208) man^adega mago gwaga . au
ilia j -a., . dumaga guag-a -a ki u -u
2 s-P0 SI-father-ERG lion kill-PFV-ST IF do-QS
'Did your father kill a mountain lion?'
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Kima ' inform' and kama ' inform with proof of witness' 
occur as independent words before the final verb. With the 
use of kiia . the speaker asserts the truth of his 
statement. He informs the addressee, without claiming the 
existence of a reliable witness.
(209) naka kima ukwa
nak -a -a kima u -ku-a -a 
come~PFV~ST INF do-FP-PFV-ST
'He (this one here) came.' (No one saw him 
arrive.)
The use of kama asserts that the information being 
relayed came from a reliable witness.
(2 1 0 ) naka kama ukwa
nak -a -a kama u -k.u~a ~a
come-PFV-ST INFW do-FP-PFV-ST
'He (this one here) came.' (Someone saw him 
arrive.)
If the first har '1 ledge conveyed by kama is through
the spe.'ker «n experience, a verb of perception such as 
.. = e ' must be used to specify how the speaker obtained this 
knowledge.
(211) andundu ante kama tuga
andundu ante kama tu -ug-a -a
young.ones position INFW see-ls-PFV-ST
'I saw that the young ones (have been born).' 4
The position implied here is that the newborns cannot yet support 
themselves.
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A clause marked with a verb of perception, but without 
ksrna. is a means for the speaker to give his personal 
opinion without making any claims as to the truth of his 
statement.
(2 1 2 ) dumagaga unaya tsuwi
dumaga-ga u -nai-a -a tu -i 
lion -ERG POR-go -PFV-ST see-GER
'It seems that a lion has carried him away.'
The epistemic modal -in 'common knowledge' (CK), always 
follows the final verb in a clause.
(213) na? i awin 
nai-i u -in 
go -GER do-CK
'He is going.'
The addition of 'witness' (WIT), -a, indicates that the 
speaker is claiming to be a witness to the truth of the 
statement. Examples (214) and (215) illustrate that 
although -a never appears in a surface form, its presence is 
evidenced by the sound changes it causes on the verb stem.
(214) nayante nugin 
nai-ante nuk-a -in 
go -OONT be -WIT-CK
'He is going (along the trail).' (The speaker 
and the addressee both believe this to be true; 
the speaker has seen the referent on the trai1 .)
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(215) nayante nusin 
nai-ante nuk-in 
go -CONT be -CK
'He is going (along the trail).' (The speaker 
and the addressee both believe this to be true; 
the speaker has not seen the referent on the 
trai1 .)
Hensarling (MS) has observed that the speaker's personal 
knowledge may be supernatural in nature (as in a dream). 
This is also true in Damana. The following example is a 
translation of a Kogi sentence given in Hensarling's 
manuscript.
(216) dumagaga makunenagka hi
dumaga-ga ma-k -unai-na-n -ka na -in
lion -ERG 2s-ADV-take-be-VBZ~2sPRTC be -CI<
namafin
na -mat -a -in 
lsIO-occur-WIT-CK
'I feel that a lion has carried him away from 
you.' (Lit: 'It occurs to me that...')
7.2.3 Adverbial concepts
Adverbial concepts of direction or location may be 
conveyed by deictic demonstrative pronouns (Chapter 9.1), 
oblique case markers (Chapter 4.2), or locative 
postpositions. The locative postpositions include those in
Table 16.
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Examples (217) and (218) illustrate that mandi 'from' 
may be used in both a locative and a temporal sense.
(217) ranSe uragake mandi: i nakanarga
ra-ie uraga-ka mandi nak -a -na-n -uga
ls-POSA house-LOCP from come-PFV-be-VBZ-lsPRTC
'I am come from being at my house.'




kena 'toward' has only a locative sense.
(219) ingwi ranSpebu kena naya
ingui ra-Si -pebu kena nai-a -d
one Is-POSI-friend to go -PFV-ST
'I went to a friend of mine.'
The locative postposition -ka indicates 'in' or 'on'.
It cliticizes to the NP as evidenced by penultimate stress 
on mesaka (from the Spanish mesa).
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(220) lapi mesaks gaga
lapis mesa -ka gaga -a -a
pencil table-LOCP horizontal-PFV-ST
'The penci] was on the table.'
Ways of communicating the number of times an action is 
performed in Demana include ingui 'one', the use of 
reduplication, -uina 'times', and -guaz i 'repetitive' 
(REP).
Modifying a verb with ingui 'one' means 'again'.
(221) irjgwi gwake u£i
ingui guak-a u -Si 
one say -PFV do-FIMP
'Say it again.'
Damana utilizes reduplication of placement verbs to 
indicate a situation that is true of several items.
(222) pa 'flat'
(223) pa-pa [paba] 'place several
flat objects'
(224) kute 'seated'
(225) ku-te-te [kutede] 'several seated'
When a number is followed by the suffix -uina 'times', 
it indicates the number of times that an action occurs.
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(229) kitte unaka awin
k -i -ta -ai unak -a -a u -in
ADV-LOC-vertleal-ADZ bring-PFV~ST do-CK
'He1 brought h.im2 here in a sitting position 
leaning against nim^.'
A serial predicate construction involving a motion verb 
and a gerund indicates the manner in which the motion is 
carried out.
(230) kekwemandiiru iggwi
k -a -i -ku-a -ai -mandi-ru ingui 
ADV-3sI0-say-FP-PFV-ADZ-SUC -TOP again
ma§i naya
ma§ -i nai-a -a
leave-GER go -PFV-ST
'After telling her that, he went as though he 
were leaving her.'
The use of zi 'winding motion' in a compound 
construction with another verb means that the verb is done 
cautiously. L. Williams (in preparation) claims that the 
association between the winding motion and the concept of 
being cautious is made because the winding motion is typical 
of animals as they cautiously hunt prey.
(231) ziga
zi -k -2a -a 
motion-ADV-eat-PFV
'eat secretly'
The addition of -ai ' adverbializer'(ADZ) results in a 
predicate modifier meaning 'do like this'.
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(226) Iggwi nagwia uSl mowina
ingui na -gui-a -a u -Si mo-uina




'Tell me (the same thing) again two or three 
times . '
The verbal suffix -guazi 'repetitive' means that an 
action is done over and over again.
(227) mesa paSiggwazi
mesa pa -Si -i -guazi 
table flat-cause-GER-REP
'hitting the table repeatedly'
In Damana, it is common for verbs to be used adverbally. 
Two ways in which this may be accomplished are with serial 
predicate constructions and by using the motion verb zi 'a 
winding motion' in a verbal compound. Examples (228) and 
(229) illustrate a serial predicate construction in which 
the adverbial concept of manner is communicated through a 
placement verb.
(228) iSpa kanfa
i -di -pa -a k -a -zi -a -a 
L0C-3pS-flat-PFV ADV-BEN-tie-PFV-ST
'He was tied so that (his head) was flat against 
(a tree)'
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(232) ime kema kaya
ima ~ai kama k -a -i -a -a 
this-ADZ INFW ADV-AR-say-PFV-ST
'(It was) like this he said it to him'.
Absolute time words (which literally refer to position 
of the sun) are formed from verbs.
(233) §etana




bu -kua -ai 
round-exist-ADZ
'morning'

















( 239 ) 'in three days
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( 240 ) §aye 'yesterday' 
§a -ia -ai 
place.in-like-ADZ
( 241 ) moginfiri 'two days ago' 
mo -gi -2i -2i 
two-rise-motion-motion
(242) mayn£iri 'three days ago' 






(244) dSuia 'day', 'sun'
( 245 ) saga 'month'; 'moon';
'grandmother'
Names for the days of the week as well as the word 
semana 'week' have been borrowed from Spanish.
7.3 Auxiliaries
Auxiliary verbs in Damana include u ' do' , nuk 'be', and 
na 'be'.
U may function as a main verb meaning 'do'.
(246) fii awan manuku
ni u -an ma-nuk-u 
what do-IMPF 2s-be -QS
'What are you doing?'
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na and nuk may function as copulas (see Chapter 6.2).
When u, nuk, and na function as auxiliary verbs, they 
serve four basic functions. First, they help connect 
clauses; auxiliaries support temporal, modal, and logical 
suffixes which relate a clause to the following one.
(247) 2a ukwemand2i homa
2a -a u -ku-a -ai -mandi hom -a -a 
eat-PFV do-FP-PFV-ADZ-SUC bathe-PFV-ST
'He' bathed after he ate.'
Secondly, auxiliary choice functions to categorize a 
situation as being bounded or unbounded. Situations which 
have either a beginning point or an endpoint are bounded, 
and take u 'do'. Unbounded processes take nuk 'be'.
When a gerund is followed by u 'do', the meaning is 
inceptive: the situation has just begun at the reference 
point.
(248) na?i awin 
nai -i u -in 
go -GER do-CK
'He is going (actually getting up to leave),'
When the main verb is marked with a gerund but the 
auxiliary is nuk 'be', the situation is in progress at the
reference point.
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(249) ra ranfe gunama nan iba neSi
ra ra-te gunama nan iba nek-i
Is ls-POSA community with work do -GER
uraga gawi bagwi nukun
uraga gau -i bagui nuk-u -in 
house make-GER much be -ls-CK
'I , along with my community, am working hard, 
building a lot of houses.'
Since -anpan ' inceptive ' (INCP) and -anua ' imminent'
(IMN) refer to the beginning point of a situation, they take 
u 'do' .




u -anka na-in 
do-FUT be-CK
'He will begin to come.'
(251) bunurjgu nakftS kama ukwa
bunungu nak -anua kama u -ku-a -a
owl come-IMN INFW do-FP-PFV-ST
'The owls are about to begin to come.'
-ante ' continuative' and -angui 'still' merely 
emphasize the duration of a process, with no reference to a 
boundary. They therefore take n u k .
(252) nayante nugin
nay-ante nuk-a -in 
go -CONT be -WIT-CK
'He is going (along the trail).'
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(253) andundu ante awsggwi nu£i
andundu ante u -angui nuk-i
young.ones position do-still be -OS
'Have the young ones been born yet?'
Trilios (1989:113) has an interesting graphic way of 
portraying aspectual suffixes. Each aspectual suffix is 
illustrated with an arrow and boundary. She refers to - 
angui 'still' as 'limotrofe' and claims that it 
characterizes an event which has not come to pass although 




By defining -angui in terms of a terminal boundary, 
however, Trilios misses the generalization for auxiliary 
choice based on aspect: that is, that -ante and -angui 
involve unbounded processes.
Table 17 summarizes auxiliary choice based on aspect.












A third function of auxiliary verbs is to carry subject 
agreement marking when the main verb is marked with either 
aspect or negative mode.
(254) iStuna managka
i -2i -tun -a ma-na-n -ka 
LOC-DETR-appear-PFV 2s-be-VBZ-2sPRTC
'You have arrived from below.'
(255) meme nakayun mana





'Don't ever talk to me like that.'5
(256) nukun narun
nuk -u -an na-n -u -in 
hear-NEG-IMPF be-VBZ-lsS-CK
'I don't understand.' (Lit: 'I don't hear.')
Finally, auxiliaries are needed in constructions where a 
main verb marked for aspect requires deictic information to 
be located in time.
(257) widampana ksma ukwa
uid-anpan-a kema u -ku-a -a 
die-INCP PFV INFW do-FP-PFV-ST
'He was starting to die.'
5It seems odd that an imperative should be marked with 'common 
knowledge'. It needs to be checked with a speaker of Damana if the idea 
is that the addressee is aware that the command is something he should 
be doing.
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The equivalent of a perfect tense construction is made up 
of a main verb marked with perfective aspect, the 'do' 
auxiliary marked with perfective aspect, and na 'be' marked 
as a participle.
(258) naka awa naraa hi
nak -a u -a na -n --uaa na -in
come-PFV do-PFV be -VBZ-lsPRTC be -CK
'I have come.'
7.4 Neqation
Neaation is qenerallv accomplished in Damana by the use 
of the neoative suffix, -u (NEG).
(259) nakun hi
nak -u -an na-in 
come-NEG-IMPF be-CK
'He did not come.'
(260) nakunowi nuain
nak -u -anqui nuk-a -in 
come-NEG-still be -WIT-CK
'He has still not yet come.' (He will 
eventually be here but is not here yet.)
The followinq example illustrates the use of a special 
neoative suffix, -ufti 'neoative perfective' (NEGPRF). 
which marks a verb as both neoative and perfective.
-ufti is taken to be a sinqle morpheme rather than a 
combination of -u and 'perfective' because there is no 
evidence that -hi indicates 'perfective'. Trillos
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(1989:120) also considers -ufti to be a single morpheme, 
glossed 'past negative'.
(261) ran£ade nayufii aw in
ra-2i -ade nai-uni u -in
ls-POSI-father go -NEGPRF do-CK
'My father did not go.'
A few other negative suffixes are used in specialized 
structures or for special purposes. They include those in 
Table 18.
Table 18: Special Negative Suffixes
'negative imperative' (NEGIMP) -uki
'plural negative imperative' (PNI) -kua 
'negative agentless passive (NAP) -aui
The scope of negation may encompass the entire sentence 
or only the clause in which it is marked. One way in which 
an entire sentence may be negated is when a sensory verb 
functions as an evidential. In (262), the scope of the 
negative morpheme on tu 'see' encompasses the entire 
sentence, including the embedded clause, even though that 
clause has no overt negation.
(262) hwanga aumaga grwaga robertuga
huan-ga durcaga guag-a -a robertu-ga 




'Robertu did not see that Kuan had not killed 
the lion.'
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In clauses where the main verb of the subordinate clause 
is negaten, the scope of the negation is the clause 
containing that particular verb. In (263), 'negative 
agentless passive' relates only to the complement clause.
(263) nayawi kama magwaruga
nai-aui kama ma-gua -n -ug-a 
go -NAP INFW 2s-think-VBZ-ls-PFV
'I do not want you to go.' (Lit: 'I am 
thinking to you that should not go.')
Except as noted above, when the verb of the main clause 
is negated, its scope does not extend to the embedded 
clause.
(264) ra mingonekargga hi
ra mi -gonek-a -ranga na-in 
Is 2sI0-help -PFV-able be-CK
nagantSikuni awi
na -ganti-ku-uni u -i
2sD0-know -ls-NEGPRF do-GER
'I do not know how I am able to help you.' 




na -k -a -na-n -u nigua
1sDO-ADV-BEN-be-VBZ-NEG nothing
'I do not have anything)' (Lit: 'Nothing is for 
me. ' )
(266) nanunanka siya
na-n -u -na-n -ka siya
be-VBZ-NEG-be-VBZ-3sPRTC chair
'That was never a chair!'
CHAPTER 8. VALENCE CHANGE
The most common derivational affixes on verbs are those 
affecting transitivity: -§i ( § ) 'causative', k- 
'advancement' and ±i~ ‘detransitivizer'. The prefix k~ may 
be used in combination with prefixes marking indirect 
objects, benefactives, and locatives. Detransitivization is 
achieved through reflexivization, passivization, and through 
the referencing of an unspecified object.
Object incorporation is also discussed in this 
section, although I have found no evidence that it affects 
transitivity.
8 .1 Causatives
Causation is marked by a verbal suffix. The suffix is 
~ § i if the verb to which it is attached is intransitive.
The causee is referenced with direct object agreement.
(267) ra manie kansi ne§a aun
ra ma-±e kansi nai-§i -a u -u -in
Is 2S-P0SA dog go -CAUS-PFV do-ls-CK




ns -kanua-Si -a ma-u -i -a -a 
lsDO-sleep~CAUS-PFV 2s-do-MSDL-PFV-ST
'You made me sleep.'
(269) ranSirjgwia naSunSa





'My older brother caused me to fall.'
The causative suffix is ~Si§ if the verb to which it is 
attached is transitive: the causee is referenced with direct 
object agreement. Damsna allows for two direct object 
agreement prefixes to appear side by side.1 The outer affix 
agrees with the causee, and the inner affix references the 
direct object of the verb root.
(270) maniabu namatu§.i£a awin
ma-fi -abu na -ma -tu -§i§ -a u -in 
2s-P0SI-mother lsD0-2sD0-see-CAUS-PFV do-CK
'Your mother caused me to see you.'
1Hensarling (MS) observed the same referencing pattern in Kogi.
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(271) ran&iggwia naSunSISa





'You made my older brother cause me to fall.'2
When a verb marked with 'causative' is negated, the 
meaning is prevention.







k ~±a. -§i§ -uni 
ADV-eat-CAUS-NEGPRF
aun
u -u -in 
do-lsS-CK
'I did not let the snake bite my son.'
Since third person is unmarked, there may be a certain 
degree of ambiguity as to which constituent is the causee 
and which is the direct object of the inner verb, as in the 
following examples. If there are two independent noun 
phrases, the ambiguity is not present because the causee 
precedes the direct object of the inner verb.
(273) dumaga natu§i§a mawln
dumaga na -tu -£i§ -a ma-u -in 
lien 1sDO-see-CAUS-PFV 2s-do-CK
'You caused me to see the lion.' 
or, 'You caused the lion to see me.'
2This example illustrates that Damana 
since the surface form is i § and not
exhibits morphological haploiogy 
-£i-£i&.
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(274) ran&iggwia dumaga tuSiSa mawin
ra-±i -guia dumaga tu -SiS -a ma-u -in
ls-POSI-brother lion see-CAUS-PFV 2s-do-CK
'You caused my older brother to see the lion.'
*'You caused the lion to see my older brother.'
8.2 Advancement to direct object
In Damana there are clauses with recipients that take 
indirect object agreement (see Chapter 2.2). These are 
taken to be surface indirect objects.
(275) nakawa
na -kau -a -a 
lsIO-give-PFV-ST
'S/he gave (it) to me.'
There are, however, clauses with addressees that take a 
different set of agreement prefixes; these include direct 
object agreement, k- and a-.
(276) ia nakaya
i -a na -k -a -i -a
say-PFV lsDO-ADV- -say-PFV
's/he said' 's/he said to me'
The prefixes in (276) would indicate that the addressee 
is referenced with direct object agreement. The verbal 
prefix k~, glossed 'advancement' (ADV), then, registers an 
advancement to direct object (using the terminology of 
Perlmutter 1984). The existence of a set of agreement 
prefixes for surface indirect objects, as in (275),
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indicates that advancement to direct object is not 
obligatory for indirect objects in Damana.






k -a -dug -a 
ADV-BEN-cook-PFV





na -k -a -maS -a 
lsDO-ADV-BEN-leave-PFV
'S/he left it' 'S/he left it for me'
Benefactive referencing occurs only with k - , never 
without it. Therefore, all benefactives in Damana advance 
to direct object.
A location is registered on a verb of motion or existence 
with the locative prefix, i- (LOC).
(279) dukakanamba ipa uSi
dukakana -ba i -pa -a -a u -Si 
upper.leg-OBL LOC-flat-PFV-ST do-FIMP
'Put it (flat object) in his lap.
The locative prefix also occurs with k - , indicating that
the advancement of a locative to direct object is optional.
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(280) fiikibunampana3
na -k -i -bun -anpan-a 
isDO-ADV-LOC-grow-INCP -PFV
'began to grow on my (child)'
The use of the same prefix for all advancements to direct 
object creates a functional problem: how to code the 
semantic role of the advanced argument.4 Damana solves this 
problem by employing verbal prefixes which follow the 'ADV' 
morpheme and indicate the semantic role of the advanced 













na-k -i -bun -anpan-a 
Is-ADV-LOC-grow-INCP -PFV
'began to grow on my (child)'
The presence of the lsDO agreement prefix indicates that this example 
is more complicated than just the advancement of a locative to direct 
object because it involves the advancement of the possessor of the 
location.4Givon (1984:169) calls this the functional dilemma in objectization.
nekamaSa
ne -k -a -ma§ -a 
lpO-ADV-BEN-leave-PFV
's/he left it for us'
nakaya
na-k -a -i -a 
ls-ADV-AR-say-PFV
's/he said to me '
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An advancement prefix appears to be present in both Kogl 
and Ika, although k- has not been recognized as a separate 
morpheme in either of these languages. In Kogi, the segment 
k is considered to combine with the object prefixes to form 
what Jackson (personal communication) calls dative case, and 
what Hensarling (MS) terms Object 2. Since Kogi does not 
have a separate set of prefixes for indirect object 
agreement, I propose that Kogi has obligatory advancement 
from indirect object to direct object. This would account 
for Jackson's 'dative case' being marked as 'object + k f.
Frank (1990:68) combines the k prefix with the following 
vowel, a a , and calls it 'peripheral participant'(PERI).
The prefix k A -  (peripheral participant) increases 
a verb's valence by allowing it to take an object- 
person prefix referring to an additional 
participant.
The problem with this analysis is that it cannot account 
for vowel variation after the k as shown in his following 
examples:
( 284 ) k -i-sana 
P£RI-?-buy
p. 37
( 285 ) ke -i p . 43
PERI-say
It appears that Ika also advances a non-patient argument 
to direct object and references that argument's semantic 
role with verbal prefixes. This analysis would allow for
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the referencing of 'peripheral participants', account for 
their coding as direct object, and explain the vowel 
variation following the k. An obligatory advancement to 
direct object in Ika would also explain the list of verbs 
given which take object agreement in a clause with a single 
participant (page 22). Frank likens these verbs to 
experiencer subject-dative object examples, yet each verb is 
marked with direct, not indirect object agreement. By 
assuming that k- marks advancement to direct object, and 
exhibits allophonic variation to ? before a consonant (as 
well as the k2 ->g rule noted by Frank), all of his examples 
may be accounted for.
The advancement prefix is also used in constructions 
involving the referencing of a possessor. In (286) and
(287), mat 'occur' takes indirect object agreement, 
referencing the experiencer. In (288), however, there is a 
combination of a- 'addressee/recipient', 'advancement', and 
direct object agreement referencing the possessor of the 
experiencer.
(286) ukwama namsi
ukuama na -mat -i 
sickness isIO-occur-GER
I am sick.' (Lit: 'Sickness occurs to me.')
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(287) aruamasiga ukwama amsi
aruamasiga ukuama a -mat -1 
child sickness 3sIO-cccur-GER
'The child is sick.' (Lit: 'Sickness occurs to 
the child.)
(288) ukwama nakamsi
ukuama na -k -a -mat -ai 
sickness lsDO-ADV-AR-occur-GER
'My (child) is sick.' (Lit: 'Sickness occurs to 
my (child).')
Examples (289-91) illustrate that the possessor of a 
benefactive (malefactive) may also be referenced with 
'advancement' and direct object agreement.
(289) ra widampana 
ra uid-anpana 
Is die-INCP
'I am beginning to die.'
(290) mena wida 




na -k -a -uid-a -a 
lsDO-ADV-BEN-die-PFV-ST
'My (wife) died.'
The same applies to the possessor of a locative:
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(292) fiikimbunampana
na -k -i -bun -anpan-a 
1sDO-ADV-LOC-grow-INCP -PFV
'began to grow on my (child)'
Frank (1990:70) likens the same phenomenon in Ika to 
possessor ascension. Following Tuggy (1980:106), an 
alternative analysis is possible in which the 'possessors' 
that are referenced by direct object agreement are in fact 
like ethical datives, i.e. an advanced benefactive or 
malefactive which refers to the "person affected intimately 
(and usually adversely) by the action or state predicated".
8.3 Detransitivizer
The verbal prefix ±i- 'detransitivizer' marks 
reflexives, reciprocals and passive.
8.3.1 Reflexives and reciprocals
A common result of a reflexive or reciprocal construction 
is the detransitivization of a clause. Like promotional 
passives, both reflexives and reciprocals apply primarily to 
transitive clauses. In Damana, reciprocal/reflexive 
constructions also occur as intransitive clauses with co­
referent indirect objects or obliques.
The reflexive verbal prefixes occupy the slot of the 
object pronoun. The three forms of the reflexive pronoun 
are a-, ± i -, and an-. Selection is made on the basis of
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whether the reflexive/reciprocal subject is co-referent with 
the direct object, the indirect object or oblique, or is a 
possessive-reflexive construction.
The co-reference of subject and direct object is marked 
in Damana by the reflexive object prefix a- "'reflexive 
(REFL)'.
(293) ra atuwa
ra a -tu -a -a 
I REFL-see-PFV-ST
'I saw myself'
Reflexive constructions in which the subject is co­
referent with the indirect object or benefactive are marked 
with Zx- 'detransitivizer' (DETR). Subject and indirect 
object are co-referential in (294).
(294) ukweru rigambwa±a
u -ku-a -ai -ru Zx -k -di -a -bua£-a -a 
do-FP-PFV-ADZ-TOP DETR-ADV-3pS-AR-lend-PFV-ST
'And so they loaned (their beaks) to each 
other.'
In (295), DETR is used with the verb 'to make' because 
the subject and the benefactive are coreferential.
(295) urage zipgawante nugin
uraga Z x  -gau -ante nuk-s -in 
house DETR-make-CONT be -FRM-CK
'He is making a house for himself.'
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In a possessive-reflexive construct ion, the prefix sn- 
'possessive reflexive' (POSRE) indicates that the subject is 
coreferential with the possessor of another argument in the 
clause,
(296) ra lapi apkatuwa
ra lapis an -k -a -tu -a -a 
I pencil POSRE-ADV-BEN-see-PFV-ST
'I found my pencil'
The verb glossed 'to buy' literally means 'to place 
inside (the purchaser's bag)' and optionally takes a 
locative prefix. (The variant form of POSRE, in-, is 
caused by a vowel harmony rule.)
(297) raga lapi ipkiSana
ra-ga lapis an -k -i -sa -n -a -a
ls-ERG pencil POSRE-ADV-LOC-place.in-VBZ-PFV-ST
'I bought a pencil for myself' (Lit: 'I boughc 
my pencil.')
Because there is no structural difference distinguishing 
between reflexive and reciprocal meanings, the 
interpretation is made according to the number of the 
subject, analytical markings in the noun phrase, and 
context. The recipocal sense is, of course, possible only 
if the subject is plural.
(298) atuwa ukurin
a -tu -a -a u -kut-e -In 
REFL-see-PFV-ST do-lp -WIT-CK
'We see each other'
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DETR can be Interpreted as reciprocal in the following 
example because the subject is plural. The form ±i~ is 
chosen because the subject and oblique are coreferential.
(299) ±itana uku2in
2i -ta -n -a u -kut-a -in
DETR-vertical-VBZ-PFV do-lp -WIT-CK
'We stepped on each other.'
Example (300) includes two independent noun phrases with 
extra morphology. The analytical marking of reciprocal in 
Damana is nan 'with' on the noun phrase.
(300) sizi nan ra ±ima§e
sizi nan ra ±i -ma§a -i
friend with I DETR-leave-say
'We have talked (greeted), I with my male 
friend.'
6.3.2 Passive
'Passive' is marked in Damana by ±i~ DETR.
(301) ukweru anzisi d2une
u -ku-a -ai -ru anzisi ±i -unai 
do-FP-PFV-ADZ-TOP red DETR-take
awanankwa
u -a -na-n -ku-a -a
do-PFV-be-VBZ-FP-PFV-ST
'And so the red one was taken.'
Passive constructions are rare in narrative. Their 
occurrence seems to be limited to clauses which contain a 
specified direct object and an unspecified subject.
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8.4 Unspecified object
The prefix 2a- references an unspecified direct object 
(UNO), Example (302) illustrates that 2a- on a transitive 
verb such as 'shoot' results in an intransitive clause.
(302) sruamamba 2ataya
sruama-ba 2a -tai -a 
spirit-OBL UNO-shoot-PFV
'S/he pretended to shoot.' (Lit: 'shot in the 
spirit')
8.5 Object incorporation
Trillos (1989) cites several examples of object 
incorporation in Damana. Two of these are:
suzuggawan (suzu-n-gaw-sn)
bag make (page 44)
'making bag' or 'bag-making'
gamaminuka (gema -mi-nuka)
child-2s-be (page 56)
'You are pregnant.' or 'child-having'
Since each of these examples is given as a single word, 
out of context, it is possible to determine neither the 
grammatical status of the 'incorporated' object, nor the 
transitivity of the overall clause. My corpus contains no 
clear examples of an incorporated object losing its 




Demonstratives mark three degrees of distance, and may be 
used as either determiners (preceding the head noun) or 
pronouns (in the absence of an overt head). Demonstrative 












ma -i -ma 
around-here-ON
there ivama 'that'
i -ia -ma 
here-like-ON
(303) ima mowa dumage tSukkwegs 
ima moua dumaga tiukuaiga 
these two lion big
'These two big lions'
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(304) mema gaya kugwa suzu goks 
meraa gala kugua suzu gau ~ka 
that girl seven bag make-3sPRTC
nagkwa
na-n -ku-a -a 
ba-VBZ-FP-PFV-ST
'That girl was a seven bag [a day] maker.'
(305) ivamaga kan aso nuSin
iama-ga kan a -soz nuk-ln 
that-ERG wood 3sI0~catch be -CK
'He (over there) catches a stick.'1
9.2 Temporal deixis
Time location is expressed by means of a deictic system. 
Using the terminology of Grimes (1971), situations are 
related as being within a primary setting (proximal) or 
outside the primary setting (distal).
9.2.1 Degrees of removal within the primary setting
A distinction in epistemic mood markers (see Chapter 
7 .2.2) serves to mark degrees of removal within the primary 
setting. The following examples illustrate a proximal 
setting, spatiotemporally close. The equivalents of present 
tense, very recent past, and immediate future are all 
communicated with the common knowledge modal suffix, -in.
The indirect object agreement on soz references the subject.
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(306) na?i awIn 








nak -3n nuk-a -in 
come-IMPF be -WIT-CK
'He is coming (will be here).'
A proximal setring slightly removed is marked with kima 
'inform' or kama 'inform with proof of witness'2. This is 
logical, because if an event is currently going on it would 
be common knowledge; only if an event were past would the 
speaker need to inform the addressee.
(309) naya kima awa
nai-a -a kima u -a -a
go -PFV-ST INF do-PFV-ST
'He left.'
9.2.2 Degrees of removal within the distal setting
Situations in a distal setting are marked with either 
-i 'medial' (MEDL) or ~ku 'foregrounded past' (FP). An
2The same contrast is found in expressions with 'common knowledge' 
with or without 'witness'.
Ill
action which occurred within the last twenty-four hours is 
marked by MEDL.
(310) man^irjgema nakawa awa
ma-fi -gsma na -kau -a u -a 
2s-P0SI-son lsIO-give-PFV do-PFV
mansrjka nara
ma-na-n -ka na-n -i -a -a
2 -be-VBZ-2sPRTC be-VBZ-MEDL-PFV-ST
'You have given me your son (this day).'
An action which occurred more than a day ago is marked 
by FP.
(311) man&iggama nakawa
ma-Si -gama na -kau -a 
2s-P0SI-son lsIO-give-PFV
awamanagka nagkwa
u -a -ma-na-n -ka na-n -ku~a -a
do-PFV-2s-be-VBZ-2sPRTC be-VBZ-FP-PFV-ST
'You have given me your son (before today).'
The use of a twenty-four hour distinction is noted as 
common by Comrie (1985:87): the "commonest cut-off point 
seems to be that between 'today' and 'before today', to 
which we give the Latinate names hodiernal and pre- 
hodiernal".
A summary of the different combinations and the relative
3order of modal suffixes is given in Table 20.
3The distinction between 'close' and 'removed' may be as simple as 
'known to addressee' and 'not known to addressee'.
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9,3 Person deaxis
As shown in Chapter 2.2, subject agreement is marked by a 
combination of verbal prefixes and suffixes. In this 
section, the combinations of verbal agreement suffixes with 
modal suffixes are presented first.













This is followed by a discussion of the partial fusion of 
first person singular subject agreement suffixes with the 
deictic system.
First person plural, -kut , occurs in various 
combinations with epistemic modals and 'medial' (MEDL) or 
'foregrounded past' (FP). The relative order of verbal 
suffixes is given in Table 21.
Examples (312-313) show verbal suffixes on u 'do', with 
the subject of each clause being lp. They are given to 
illustrate the ordering of suffixes, as well as to show
morphophonemics.
1 1 3
Table 21; Relative Order of Verbal Suffixes
Stem j-ku FP |Person/Number |-i MEDL j-a WIT |-in CK
Agreement
(312) Proximal setting 
Close Removed
a . ukurin
u -kut-a -in 
do-lpS-WIT-CK
b . kima ukura
kima u -kut-a -a 
INF do-lpS-PFV-ST
'We (just) did.' 





u -kut-i -a -in 
do-lpS-MSDL-WIT-CK
b . kima ukusa







u -ku-a -kut-a -in 
do-FP-PFV-IpS-WIT-CK
d. kima ukwagura4
kima u -ku-a-kut-a -a 
INF do-FP-?-lpS-PFV-ST
'We did.' 'We did.'
4 An intrusive vowel appears in verbs marked with FP followed by IpS 
and in verbs marked with FP followed by 2pS. I do not believe that the 
intrusive -a is PFV because aspect is marked after -kut and -ku .
1 1 4
Second person plural subject, -ku ' 2pS', also interacts 
with temporal deixis in a regular pattern. Because they have 
the same form, there is no way of knowing the relative order 
of -ku FP and -ku 2pS. I am assuming that the order is 
the same as that shown in Table 21.
(314) kama mukwagwa
kama ma-u -ku-a-ku -a 
INF 2 -do-FP-?-2pS-ST
'You (pi) did.'
First person singular 'Is' is a special case because it 
has three distinct forms for different degrees of removal. 
Table 22 summarizes the combinations of 'IsS' with temporal 
ieixis. The combination of 'IsS' with -i MEDL is a 
portmanteau, - k u .
















FP IsS (-ug) CK
INF FP IsS (-ug)
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In other words, the form of the verbal affix indicating 
'IsS' also conveys the deictic information given in Table 
23 .
Table 23: Deictic Information in 'IsS' Suffix
Degree of Removal Form of IsS
proximal,close -u
earlier today, -ku
both close and removed
anything else -ug
In each of the following clauses (all glossed 'I 
came.'), the deictic/modal suffixes for first person 




nak -a -a u -u -in 
come-PFV-ST do -IsS-CK
'I came.' (just now)
Removed:
(316) naka kima auga
nak -a -a kima u -ug -a -a 
come-PFV-ST INF do-lsS-PFV-ST









(318) naka kima ukwa









(320) naka kima ukuga
nak -a -a kima u -ku-ug -a -a 
come-PFV-ST INF do-FP-lsS-PFV-ST
'I came.'
These suffixes follow a strict nominative-accusative 
pattern, as do the person prefixes (see Chapter 2). In the 
following set of examples, -u 'first person singular close' 
marks agreement with the subject of both intransitive and 
transitive clauses.
(321) naka aun




(322) damage tuwa aun
dumaga tu -a -a u -u -in 
lion see-PFV-ST do-lsS-CK
‘I saw a lion.'
CHAPTER 10. INTERROGATIVES
The three types of interrogative constructions in Damana 
are polar, content, and ignorative questions. Polar 
questions are marked by -i or -u 'question suffix' (QS) to 
the end of the verb phrase. In addition to one of these 
question suffixes, content questions include special 
question words which generally occur in the same position as 
the argument being questioned. Ignorative questions, which 
express the speaker's ignorance of some information, utilize 
the special question words but do not employ the question 
suffixes. The next few sections look at the devices used 
to encode the different types of neutral questions. In 
sections 10.2-10.5 some special versions of each type are 
discussed in some detail.
10.1 Coding Interrogatives
10.1.1 Constituent order
The prototypical form for questions preserves the normal 
S0V constituent order.
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(323) manfcadega dumaga gwaga ki au
ma-fi -ade -ga dumaga g\iag-a -a ki u —u
2s-P0SI-father-ERG lion kill-PFV-ST IF do-QS
'rid your father kill a lion?'
S 0 V
manfadega fii gwaga ki au
ma-±i -ade -ga ni guag-a ki u -u
2s-P0SI-father-ERG what kill-PFV IF do-QS
'What did your father kill?'
10.1.2 Morphology
A clause is marked as an interrogative by adding -i or 
-u 'question suffix' (OS) to the end of the verb phrase. The 
following sets of examples demonstrate the contrast between 
declarative and interrogative clauses.
(325) manfadega dum&ga gwaga
ma-2i -ade -ga dumaga guag-a -a
2s-P0SI-father-ERG lion kill-PFV-ST
'Your father killed the lion.'
(326) manfadega dumaga gwa£i
ma-2i -ade -ga dumaga guag-i
2s-P0SI-father-ERG lion kill-QS
'Did your father (just now) kill the lion?'
(327) ima ma§kawa nagka
ima ma-2i -kaua na-n -ka
this 2s-P0SI-family be-VBZ-3sPRTC
'S/he is your relative.
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(328) Ima maSkawa nanu
ima ma-Si -kaua na-n -u 
this 2s~P0SI-family be-VBZ-QS
'Is s/he your relative?'
The choice of -i versus -u is rather complicated. In 
order to decide whether to use -i or -u . it must first be 
determined which argument is what I will call the primary 
nominal in the question. The primary nominal is then 
categorized as being either grammatically close or 
grammatically removed. Finally, temporal considerations are 
taken into account.
The primary nominal in a question is the focused nominal 
if there is one, and the topic (subject) if there isn't.
The primary nominal may be focused in one of three ways. 
First, it may be followed by ki (see Chapter 10.1.3). In
(329), the primary nominal is 'lion', the direct object of 
the clause.
(329) manfadega dumaga ki gwagu
ma-ii -ade -ga dumaga ki guag-u
2s-P0SI-father-ERG lion IF kill-QS
'Was it a lion that your father killed?'
The position of ki may indicate that an entire clause is 
the primary nominal.
(330) manfadega dumaga gwaga ki au
ma~±i -ade -ga dumaga guag-a -a ki u -u
2s-PQSI-father-ERG lion kill-PFV-ST IF do-QS
'Did your father really kill a lion?'
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Secondly, clauses may be marked for focus with one of the 
'nominal' question words (any of the question words which 
correspond to an argument and can be marked for case (see 
Chapter 10.3)). When one of these question words is used, 
it occupies the position of the primary nominal (assuming 
unmarked SOV order). In (331), hi 'what' occurs in the 
direct object position before the verb: the primary nominal 
is the direct object.
(331) fii gwaksn nuku
ni guak-an nuk-u
what say -IMPF be -QS
'What is s/he saving?'
Finally, a nominal may be marked for focus by postposing 
it. In (332), the primary nominal is the subject.
(332) hi gwaSi iyamaga
ni guak-i iama -ga
what say -QS over.there-ERG
'What is that one over there saying?'
In questions which are unmarked for focus, the primary 
nominal is the subject. In (333), the primary nominal is 
the deictic pronoun.
(333) ima maSkawa nanu
ima ma-fi -kaua na-n -u 
this 2s-P0SI-family be-VBZ-QS
'Is s/he your relative?'
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The appropriate question, suffix is then chosen on the 
basis of its interaction with the deictic system of Damana, 
as summarized in Table 24. 'Removed' and 'close' refer to 
how prototypical the primary nominal is. An argument which 
is either plural, ergative, or removed in distance is 
'removed'. All others are 'close'. 'Proximal' and 'distal' 
refer to distance in time (see Chapter 9.2).






A unitary account of the question suffixes could be given 
in terms of deictic consistency. From this perspective, -u 
is used when temporal distance is consistent with 
grammatical distance (proximal with close or distal with 
removed). Deictic inconsistency (the occurrence of 
grammatical proximal with temporal distal or grammatical 
removed with temporal proximal) is marked with - i .
When questioning a grammatically 'removed' argument (that 
is, a plural argument, one marked with ergative case, or
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removed In distance) in a proximal temporal setting, the -1 
OS Is used.
(334) enilna manukwl 
an±ina ma-nuk-ku-i 
how 2 -be -2p-0S
'How are you (pi)?'
(335) fiiga dumaga gwa£i
ni -ga dumaga guag-i 
what-SRG lion kill-OS
'What killed the lion?' (recently)
(336) angina nuSi 
aniina nuk-i 
how be -QS
'How is s/he (and s/he is not there now)?'
If an event is proximal in time, the -u OS is chosen 
when questioning an argument which is 'close'; in the 
following examples, these are a direct object and predicate 
adjectives.
(337) fti gwakan nuku 
ni guak-an nuk-u 
what say -IMPF be -QS
'What is s/he saying?'









For an event which is temporally distal, the choice of 
question suffix corresponds with the choice of -i or -ku. 
When -i (MEDL) 'earlier today' is used, the - i QS is 
chosen.
(340) nenega ga uye
nene-ga k -£a -a u -i -a -i
who -ERG ADV-eat-PFV do-MEDL-PFV-QS
'Who ate it?' (earlier today)
(341) magga?i uye
ma-k ~Za -i u -i -a -i 
2s-ADV-eat-GER do-MEDL-PFV-QS
'Did it itch?' (earlier today) (Lit: 'Did it eat 
you?')
(342) suzu nakawa muye
suzu na -kau -a -a ma-u -i -a -i 
bag 1 sIO-give-PFV-ST ?,s-do-MEDL-PFV-QS
'Did you give me the bag?'
In distal settings, the use of the -u QS corresponds 
with verb phrases marked with -ku (FP) 'before today',
(343) nenega gakwo




(344) ftige damage gwakwo
nl -ga dumaga guag-ku-a -u
what-ERG lion kil1-FP-PFV-QS
'What killed the lion?'
(345) magga?i ukwo
me-k -±a -i u -ku-a -u
2s-ADV-eat~GER do-FP-PFV-QS
'Did it itch?' (Lit: 'Did it eat you?')
(346) suzu nakawa mukwo
suzu na -kau -a -a ma~u -ku-a -u
bag lsIO-give-PFV-ST 2s-do-FP-PFV-QS
'Did you give me the bag?'
The interaction of question suffixes with the deictic 
system in Damana contradicts Bybee's (1985:175) claim that 
question 'particles' have little interaction with the 
tense/aspect/mode systems of languages.
10.1.3 Focus
Ki 'interrogative focus' (IF) is part of the epistemic 
modal system (Chapter 7.2.2), and is used in polar 
questions. It marks the constituent in focus (primary 
nominal), and indicates that the speaker believes that the 
hearer knows the required information. In constructions 
where no one constituent is in focus, it occurs after the
main verb and before the final auxiliary.
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(347) man&adega duraaga gwaga ki au
ma~±i -ade -ga dumaga guag-a -a ki u ~u
2s-POSI-father-ERG lion kill-PFV-ST IB’ do-QS
'Did your father really kill a lion?'
The focus of a question can be shifted by changing the 
position of ki, so that it occurs immediately after the 
element in focus. This type of construction is usually used 
to verify one piece of information of which the speaker is 
unsure. In the following, the element in focus is the 
patient, 'lion', and ki follows it.
(348) manfadegs dumaga ki gwagu
ma-±i -ade -ga dumaga ki guag-u
2s-POSI-father-ERG lion IF kill- OS
'Was it a lion that your father killed?'
In ordinary content questions, ki does not occur. If it 
does follow a question word, ki indicates contra-expectation 
or Incredulity (Hensarling (MS)).
(349) manmade bin naya ki au
ma-zi -ade bi -an nai-a ki u -u
2s-P0SI-father where-INDFLOC go -PFV IF do-QS
'Where did your father go?'
(350) manfade bin ki nayu
ma-2:i -ade bi -an ki nai-u
2s-P0SI-father where-INDFLOC IF go -QS
'Wherever did your father go?'
Questions in which the topic is marked for focus also 
seem to be cases of contra-expectation or incredulity.
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(351) man±adega kl dumaga gwail
ma-Si-ade-ga ki dunaga guag-1 
23-FOSI-father IF lion kill-QS
'Your father killed a lion?'
10.1.4 Intonation
Que .on intonation is marked by high pitch at the focus 
of th question (beginning with the stressed syllable). If 
the action as a whole is being questioned, the pitch rises 
the main verb and remains high on any following 
auxiliaries (Hensarling (MS)).
352) manSadega dumaga gwaga ki au
manfadega dumaga gwaga ki au
ma-ii -ade -ga dumaga guag-a -a ki u -u
2s-P0SI-father-ERG lion kill-PFV-ST IF do-QS
'Did your father really kill a lion?'
This is in contrast with the intonation of a declarative
in which the pitch falls at the end of the sentence.
(353) manzadega dumaga gwaga awln
manSadega dumaga gwaga awin
iaa~ii -ade -ga dumaga guag-a -a u -in 
2s-P0SI-father-ERG lion kill-PFV-ST do-CK
'Your father killed a lion.'
In cases when something other than the action as a whole 
is in focus, only the primary nominal has high pitch; the 
rest of the sentence has normal intonation (Hensarling
(MS)).
1 2 8
manfcadega kl dumags gwazl
ma-2i -ade -ga ki dumaga guag-I 
2s-P0SI-father-ERG IF lion kill-QS
'Was it your father that killed the mountain 
lion?'
In content questions, the question word is always in 
focus; it therefore receives high pitch.
(355) anfina d£wi menaiu
aniina dzwi menaiu 
anfina diui me -nai-u 
how day 2p0-go -QS
'How did your (pi) day go?'
As in Kogi, when shorter versions of questions are used 
in normal conversation, the final verb and question suffix 
are omitted. In these cases, intonation carries a heavier 
load in signaling interrogative mood (Hensarling (MS)).
(356) manfadega
ma-Si -ade -ga 
2s-POSI-father-ERG
'Your father (did it)?'
10.2 Polar questions
Polar questions may be neutral (like all of those
illustrated in 10.1), leading, or alternative.
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Leading polar questions are generally formed by adding a 
tag consisting of the na auxiliary and the -u OS to a 
clause ending in a participle. The tag is used with both 
positive and negative statements to affirm the truth of the 
statement.
357) manmade meme
ma-2i -ade mema -ai
2s~P0SI-father there-ADZ
gwakansgka n&ntl nanu
guak-a -na-n -ka na-n -u na-n -u
say -PFV-be-VBZ-3sPRTC be-VBZ-NEG be-VBZ-QS
'That is not what your father said, is it?'
(358) raniabu wida
ra-Si -abu uid-a -a
ls-POSI-mother die-PFV-ST
awanarjks





'My mother has died, isn't that correct?'
(359 ) raniabu 
ra-£i -abu 
ls-POSI-mother




u -a -na-n -ka na-n -u
do-PFV-be-VBZ-3sPRTC be-VBZ-QS
'My mother has not died, isn't that correct? ’
Answers to such polar questions correspond to whether the 
verb in the question is negative or positive. To affirm a 
positive leading question, such as (358) above, the answer
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is positive ('Yes, she died'.}. To affirm a negative 
leading question as in (359), the answer is negative ('No, 
she didn't die.'). To contradict a positive leading 
question the reply is negative; to contradict a negative 
leading question, the reply is positive (Kensarling (MS)).
A negative tag may also consist of a sensory verb in a 
verifying sense.
(360) raniabu wida
ra-£i -abu uid-a -a
ls-PGSI-mother die-PFV-ST
awananka tuun
u -a -na-n -ka tu -u -an
do-PRF-be-VBZ-3sPRTC see-NEG-IMPF
'My mother has died, do (you) not see?'
Alternative polar questions consist of two alternative 
choices joined by kua 'or'.
(361) zumeggwi kwa ukwama amasi
zume-gwi kua ukwama a -mat -i
well-EMPH or illness 3sIQ-occur-QS
'Is he well or is he sick?'
When neither choice is marked with a QS, the speaker is 
assuming equal validity to both choices. If, however, the 
first alternative is tagged with a QS and the second is not, 
the speaker is assuming that the second alternative is the 
correct one (Hensarling (MS);.
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kwa manfcabu 
kua ma~2i -abu 
or 2s~P0SI-mother
(362) manmade ki naka
ma-il -ade ki nak -a -a 
2s-P0SI-father IF come-PFV-ST
'Did y'ur father come or your mother?' (assuming 
either choice as valid)
(363) manmade ki nako kua
ma-2i -adai ki nak -a -u kwa 




'Was it your father that came or your mother?' 
(assuming the second choice as correct)
10.3 Content questions
Content questions are formed with special question words. 
The question words and their glosses are given in Table 25.













The 'nominal' question words that can correspond to a 
subject, object or oblique noun p m  as a a.r e aeue 'who', hi 
'what', and bima 'which'. In the role of referencing an 
NP, they can take the normal noun trappings including case 
marking. In (364), the question is asking about the 
subject, therefore, nene 'who' occurs in subject position, 
and is marked for ergative case.
(364) nenega dumaga gwaga ki au
nene-ga dumaga guag-a -a ki u -ti 
who -ERG lion kill-PFV-ST IF do-QS
'Who killed the lion?'
To ask about the direct object, ni 'what' occurs in the 
direct object position.
(365) manfadega fli gwaga ki au
ma-ii -ade -ga ni guag-a ki u -u
2s-POSI-father-ERG what kill-PRV IF do-QS
'What did your father kill?'
In (366), an Instrumental nominal is being questioned.
(366) fiimba ko§i manuku
ni -ba tinua ko -Si -i ma-nuk-u
what-OBL grass cut-CAUS-GER 2s-be -QS
'With what do you cut grass?'
Bima 'which' refers to one member of a set of
possibilities.
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(367) bima ki nako
bima ki nak -a -u 
which IF come-PFV-OS
'Which one .
(368) bimags gwaga 
bima -ga guag-a -a 
which-ERG kill-PFV-ST
'Which one killed it?'
B i on 'how many' is the question word used to refer to 
quantity. This question word always occurs with the copula 
±a 'be'. I assume that bima 'which' and biaun 'how many' 
are mono-morphemic and are not formed from bi- 'where'.
(369) biog anfcagga
bion a -2a-n -ka
how.many 3sI0-be-VBZ-3sPRTC





'What time is it?'
The question word which refers to t_v le is buie 'when' . 
It is marked with -gui EMPH when it refers to a past time.
(371) buye manakunakagka
buie ma-na -k -unak -anka 
when 2 -lsDO-ADV-bring-FUT
'When will you return it to me?'
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ma-na-k -unak -a -a
7-- ............  T i -  ‘V ST
'When did you return it to me?'
The root of 'where', bi, occurs in three different 
words. The first is bian, a combination of 'where' and 




'About where are you going?'
iya?an navuga
ia -an nai-ug-a -a
there-INDFLOC go -ls-PFV-ST
'I'm going over there.'
Baku, a combination bi and -ku 'locative nominaiizer 
(see Chapter 2.3) indicates a specific location.
(374) bigu makutede
bi -ku ma-gu -ta -ai -si -a -i
where-LN 2s-long-vertical-ADZ-CAUS-PFV-QS
'Where did you place it?' (Lit: 'Where did 
you cause it to exist vertically?')
mesamba kuteSkwin
mesa -ba gu -ta -ai -si -ku-in
table-OBL long-vertical-ADZ-CAUS-ls-CK
'I placed it on the table.' (Lit: 'I caused it 
to be vertical on the table.')
an
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When used as a suffix on bi, -mi refers to the body.
(376) bimi mimatu
bi -mi mi -mat -u 
where-close 2sI0-occur-QS
'Where do you hurt?' (Lit: 'Where has it occurred 
to you?')
Samunku namasi 
Samunku na -mat -i 
head lsIO-occur-GER
'My head hurts.' (Lit: 'My head occurs to me.')
The question word iniue 'why' questions a reason, cause 
or purpose.
(377) iniwe ki meme maneku
in^ue ki mema -ai ma-nek-u 
why IF there-ADZ 2s-do -QS
'Why do you act that way?'
ani ina 'how' deals with the manner of events and 
predicate adjectives.
(378) anZina d±wi menayu
anSina diui me -nai-u 
how day 2p0-go -QS
'How did your (pi) day go?'
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angina can also be used In exclamations such as:
(380) dzlua angina ne§i
di -ua aniina nek-i
water-motion how do -GER
'How it rained!'
Content questions can be tagged by possible alternatives 
(in abbreviated form) at the end of the question. As with 
alternative polar questions, the implication seems to be 
that the last alternative is the correct one (Hensarling 
(MS)),
(381) bima ki nako maniade kwa
bima ki nak -a -u ma~5i ~ade kua




'Which one came, your father or your mother?'
10.4 Ignorative questions
Palmer (1986:31) refers to a question construction, the 
ignorative, which is "essentially an expression of the 
speaker's ignorance of the facts, with merely the 
implication that it is hoped that the hearer will supply
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them". in terms of structure. these are statements. but 
they carry the pragmatic force of a question. The three 
ways of forming ignorative questions in Damana are with 
cognitive verbs, participial forms, and with the epistemic 
modal, me .
Alternative ignorative questions are formed by connecting 
two complete questions with kua 'or', then adding a negated 
verb of cognition afterward.
(382) nakagka nanu kwa nakun
nak -anka na-n -u kua nak -u -an 
come-FUT be-VBZ-QS or come-NEG-IMPF
nanagka nanu
na-n -anka na-n -u 
be-VBZ-FUT be-VBZ-QS
nagantSikkun hi
ns -k -£a-n -§i -ku -u -an na-in
1sDO-ADV-be-ADV-CAUS-IsS+MEDL-NEG-IMPF be-CK
'I do not know whether he will come or not.
(Lit:'Will he come, or will he not come; it is 
not caused to be to me.')
Ignorative questions can be formed by using a participial 
form of a verb, with no finite verb (and no mood marker).
(383) buye nakanka nanka
buie nak -anka na-n -ka 
when come-FUT be-VBZ-3sPRTC
'(I wonder) when will he come?'
They can also be formed by postposing the epistemic modal
me 'ignorat ive' (IG) , which may be glossed 'who knows?' .
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(384) wida au me
uid-a -a u -u me 
die-PFV-ST do-QS IG
'Who knows if it died?'
CHAPTER 11. IMPERATIVES
Imperatives in Damana vary depending on (1) the force of 
the imperative (i.e. immediate versus future) and {2) where 
the action is to be performed relative to the place of 
speaking. Most imperatives have a main verb followed by a 
stressed auxiliary verb. The main verb is normally 
uninflected, although it may bear the negative or 
imperfective suffix. The hortatory form of imperative is 
marked on the verb phrase by first person plural subject 
agreement.
11.1 Immediate imperatives
Immediate imperatives are formed with the imperative 
suffix, - u . Examples (385) and (386) illustrate na 'be' in











The most basic and frequent of imperatives is the 
immediate positive command that involves no movement to 
another location to perform the action.
(387) ga au
k ~±a u -u 
ADV-eat do-IMP
'Eat it!'
The more forceful and consequently more blunt command 
utilizes an uninflected main verb followed by the auxiliary 
u plus the forceful imperative suffix -Si (FIMP).
(388) naya uSi!
nai-a -a u -Si 
go -PFV-ST do-FIMP
'(You) go!'
When the action is to be performed immediately, but away 
from the location of the speaker, the suffix -aua 'removal' 
(RVL) is added to the main verb.1
(389) gawa
k -fa -aua 
ADV-eat-RVL
'Eat over there!'
J-aua appears to be morphologically complex. I believe that it is 
either a reduplication of the 'do' auxiliary or a combination of the 
'do' auxiliary and ua 'go out'.
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O(390) lapiseru nskarjgugawa ~
lapis -ru na -k -a -gug-aua
penci1-TOP lsDO-ADV-BEN-get-RVL
'Go and get me a pencil!'
The second person plural form also uses -aua to indicate 
plurality in conjunction with the imperative morpheme -u.
(391) mata udawo
mat --a u -§i -awa-u
occur-PFV do-FIMP-RVL-IMP
'Come in (pi)I'





'Eat (pi) (away from here)'
It appears that -aua indicates removal in distance and 
number and therefore may be a form of deictic.
Negative imperatives have two different forms depending 
on whether the addressee is singular or plural. If the 
addressee is singular, the suffix used is -uki 'negative 
imperative' (NEGIMP). If the addressee is plural, the 
suffix is -kua 'plural negative imperative' (PNI).
OAn epenthetic vowel occurs between s and r because s is not an 
acceptable syllable coda in Damena.
(393) gauki
















Two verbs have developed special immediate command forms: 
name 'come' and nemi 'go'.
11.2 Future imperatives
A future imperative is declarative in form but functions
pragmatically as a command. It utilizes overt second person 
marking on the u auxiliary followed by the na auxiliary and 
the evidential modal suffix -in 'common knowledge' (CK).
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(397) a.bu memeggwi maksnSanu
abu raema -al -gul ma-k -a -Sa-n -u 
mother there-ADZ-EMPH 2s-ADV-BEN-be-VB2-N£G
neru nozi ga mufti
na-a -ai -ru nozi k -±a -a ma-u -na-in
be-PFV-ADZ-TOP bread ADV-eat-PFV 2s-do-be~CK
'Mother, if the same thing has not happened 
to you, eat the ceremonial bread!' (in the 
near future)
A future imperative with the main verb marked with 
imperfective (IMPF) aspect implies that the action should be 
completed in an understood period of time. e.g. before the 
speaker returns.
(398) zidua dugwa mawemand2i
zidua dug -a ma-u -a -ai -mandi 
careful cook-PFV 2s-do-PFV-ADZ-SUC
nakamegan naya mufti
na -k -a -meg -an nai-a ma-u -na-in
isDO-ADV-BEN-gather-IMPF go -PFV 2s-do~be-CK
'After you cook it well, gather it there for 
me!" (Before I return)
Future non-stationary commands use motion verbs such as 
nai 'go' (399) and bina 'go (to stay for a while)' to 
indicate that motion is involved in the command.
(399) angan bina mufti




The negative future imperative utilizes the negative 
suffix -t.n with the 'be' auxiliary suffixed with -i 
'gerund'.
(400) soma m&ftdgka gugunafi
soma mau-anua-aSka gug -u -na-n -i 
baby cry-IMN -OVLP pick.up-NEG-be-VBZ-GER
'When the baby cries, don't pick him up!'
Motion may also be reflected in the future negative form.
(401) angan nayunaii nuku
anga -an nai-u -na-n -i nuk-u 
drink-IMPF go -NEG-be-VBZ-GER be -IMP
'Don't go drink it!'
11.3 Hortatory
The hortatory has the form of a declarative. The verb is 










I f  motion to  another l o c a t i o n  i s  i n v o l v e d , it i s
indicated by a motion verb.
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(404) angan blna





'Let's go drink it.'
The hortatory can also be negative.
(405) angonaSi nukuSi
anga -u -na-n -i nuk-kut-i 
drink-NSG-be-VBZ-GER be -Ip -GER
'Let's not drink it.'
CHAPTER 12. COMPARATIVES
Comparative structures may be formed using copular verbs 
or the main verb meaning 'to surpass'. In constructions 
involving a copula, the comparative adjective follows the 
standard of comparison. In (406), the standard of 
comparison, m a , is followed by the comparative marker guaSi 
'than', the comparative adjective, and the copula za 'be'. 
Through advancement, the standard of comparison is 
referenced as direct object.
STANDARD ADJECTIVE
(406) ma man2iduga gwaSiru egema
ma ma-2i -duga guaSi-ru agama
2s 2s-P0SI-brother than -TOP more
makan^agga hi
ma-k -a -±a-n -ka na-in
2s-ADV-BEN-be-VBZ-2sPRTC be-CK
'You are bigger than your younger brother.'
(Lit: 'There is more for you than your 
younger brother.')
The copular verb need not be overtly mentioned. In these 




{ 407 ) pablu sgama £inuka 
pablu agama ±i -nuk-ka 




'Pablu is also taller than I.'
When comparatives are constructed with the verb gumi n§ 
'surpass', the standard of comparison is referenced on the 
verb as direct object. In (408) and (409), the comparative 
adjective appears to be fused with -in 'common knowledge'
(agaft i ) . 1
( 408 ) ma agafti kan^ita ra gwaSIru nuguminSa
ma agani kan±ita ra gua§i-ru na-guminb -a
2s more thin Is than -TOP ls-surpass-PFV
'You are thinner than I am. '
( 409 ) ra agafii kan±i ta ma gwaSiru mugurainSa
ra agani kanSita ma gua§i-ru ma-gumin§~a
Is more thin 2s than -TOP 2s-surpass-PFV
' I am thinner than you are.'
The equivalent of an English superlative may be formed 
using a comparative construction. In these cases the 
comparative marker is omitted.
(410) ma fiirjgwamaka agama zume
ma ningua -maka agama zu -ma-ai
2s nothing-in.place.of more good-ON-ADZ
'Nothing is better than you.'
kI assume that this adds the idea 'and we both know it'
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(411) ma ftiggwamaka agafti t^ukwega mafti
ma ningua -maka agarJ tiukuaiga ns-na-in
2s nothing-ln.place.of more big 2s-be-CK
'Nothing is bigger than you.'
In comparisons of equality, the order is: standard of 
comparison, comparative (equative) marker, and comparative 
adjective. The equative marker is ie which is made up of 
ia 'like' and -ai ' adverbializer' (ADZ).
(412) nanfe §a zdua buruna ie bo
na-£e §a zidua buruna ia -ai bo
3s-P0SA hair careful cotton like-ADZ light
kan^agga kama na
k -a -±a -n -ka kama na-a -a
ADV-BEN-be -VBZ-3sPRTC INFW be-PFV-ST
'His hair is as bright as cotton.'
CHAPTER 13. SUBORDINATION
13.1 Relative Clauses
Prototypical relative clauses in Damana follow the head 
noun. There is a gap in the relative clause which 
corresponds to the head noun. Case markers occur on the end 
of the relative clause rather than on the head noun, just as 
with any other descriptive modifier. Only the subject of an 
intransitive clause may be relativized. This fact is 
illustrated in the next several examples.
In example (413), the head noun terua 'man' is the 
subject of an intransitive relative clause (which is 
bracketed), hence, the absolutive. It is also the subject 
of the main clause which is transitive, so the ergative 
suffix -ga occurs at the end of the relative clause.
(413) ingwi terua rranSe puebru £ana]ga
ingui terua ra-£e puebru ta-n -a -ga
one man Is-POSA village be -VBZ-PFV-ERG
dumaga gwaga awin
dumaga guag-a -a u -in 
lion kill-PFV-ST do-CK
'A man who is from my village killed a lion.'
An ergative (the subject of a transitive clause) cannot
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be relativized in Damana. Instead, nominalization is used 
to alter a transitive clause. In (414), for example, terua 
'man' is the ergative of the clause 'the man killed the 
lion.' As such, it cannot be relativized. By nominalizing 
the clause with -ka 'participle', 'the man killed the lion' 
becomes 'the lion killer man'.
(414) terua fdumaga gwaga]nagka naka
terua dumaga guag-a -na-n -ka nak -a -a




'The lion killer man came.'
According to Fox's (1987) Absolutive Hypothesis, if only 
one nominal in a language can be relativized, it will not be 
the subject, but the absolutive. This would mean that it 
should be possible to relativize a direct object. I have no 
clear examples of this, however, since every instance I have 
seen of a direct object being relativized has the form of
(415) where the participial suffix occurs on the verb of the 
relative clause. In (415), the head noun, suzu 'bag', is 
the absolutive of the relative clause, the direct object of 
a transitive clause. It is the subject of the main clause, 
which is intransitive, therefore it is absolutive. There is 
no overt case marking for absolutive, but -ru 'topic' is
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There is no ... evidence of gapping, given that 
variation in word order in main, declarative 
clauses makes it impossible to fix an invariable 
position for major clause constituents.
The claim for a variance in word order is difficult to 
support because he states (p. 123) that (generally) 'subject
precedes object when both constituents occur’, as shown in 
Table 26.
Frank's corpus contains only three instances where the 
direct object is ordered before the subject in a clause.
Two of these three instances are cases of relativization 
into the object position (pp. 100-1). One example is









given in (419); bracketing follows Frank's analysis.
(419) [kAn zi -se? ga -na] dingiri kaw -in
stick worm ERG eat-MEDL ful1.of.holes seem-WIT
'The stick that the worms ate is full of holes.' 
In my analysis, kAn 'stick' is outside the relative
clause.
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marked at the end of the relative clause. The verb mat 
'occur' is marked as a participle.
(415) suzu f anacs neSanecri
suzu ana-aa nai-Si -an -eai 
baa 3s -ERG go -CAUS-IMPF-DES
amakalru baawi
a -mat -ka -ru baaui 
3sIO-occur-3sPRTC-TOP much
amenuka
a -ma -ai -nuk-ka 
3sI0-around-ADZ-be -3sPRTC
'The baa that he wants to sell ('cause to go') 
has many stripes.'
In (416). again through nominalization. 'the man killed the 
lion' becomes 'the lion killer man'. With the addition of 
-ba 'obligue' (OBL). the meaning is the instrument used to 
kill the lion.
(416) ffteruaaa dumaga gwaga)nanka1mbaru
terua-ga dumaaa auaa-a -na-n -ka -ba -ru 




'The thing with which the man killed the lion is 
bia. '
In (417), a location is nominalized.
1 5 2
(417) imambaru [mena nan ii tanawi]nagka
ima -ba -ru mena nan iitan-aul-na-n -lea 
thls-OBL-TOP woman with walk -NAP-be-VBZ-3sPRTC
kima £ana
kima ±a-n -a -a
INF be-VBZ-PFV-ST
'At this place is (where) it is forbidden to 
walk with a woman,'
The nominaiization strategy is also used in non­
restricting relative clauses. In the following example, the 
descriptive clause is not distinguishing one lion from 
another; it is merely describing the state of the lion in 
question.
(418) dumaga k§wSnapka tuwa kama
duraaga kanua-a -na-n -ka tu -a kama
lion sleep-PFV-be-VBZ-3sPRTC see-PFV INFW
uya
u -i -a -a 
do-MEDL-PFV-ST
'He saw the lion, which was asleep.'
My analysis that relative clauses in Damana follow the 
gap strategy agrees with Hensarling's analysis of Kogi 
(1984). It differs from the analysis given for Ika by Frank 
(1990:99), in which he argues for an internal head. His 
analysis is based upon an assumption of flexible word order 
and case marking occuring on the end of the clause:
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variation in word order in main, declarative 
clauses makes it impossible to fix an invariable 
position for major clause constituents.
The claim for a variance in word order is difficult to 
support because he states (p. 123) that (generally) 'subject 
precedes object when both constituents occur', as shown in 
Table 26.
Frank's corpus contains only three instances where the 
direct object is ordered before the subject in a clause.
Two of these three instances are cases of relativization 
into the object position (pp. 100-1). One example is









given in (419); bracketing follows Frank's analysis.
(419) [k.An zi -se? ga -na] dingiri kaw -in
stick worm ERG eat-MEDL full.of.holes seem-WIT
'The stick that the worms ate is full of holes.' 
In my analysis, kAn 'stick' is outside the relative
clause.
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As for case marking, Frank (1990:99) claims:
When ... case markers occur with a relative 
clause, they occur on the end of the restricting 
clause rather than on the head noun itself, 
suggesting that the head noun is internal to the 
relative rather than external.
However, it has been shown that case marking in these 
languages consistently falls at the end of the entire noun 
phrase; the facts with respect to relative clauses are 
consistent with an external head analysis as well. Case 
marking can therefore be adequately explained without 
resorting to internally-headed relative clauses, and without 
confusing the word-order facts.
13.2 Adverbial Clauses
Constructions that function as adverbial clauses in 
Damana fall into four categories: destination, purpose, 
conditional, and temporal clauses.
In adverbial clauses involving destination or purpose 
with motion verbs, the verb of the purpose clause is marked 
with -an 'imperfective' (IMPF).
(420) ran^adega tuwan naya kama
ra-£i -ade -ga tu -an nai-a -a kama
ls-POSI-father-ERG see-IMPF go -PFV-ST INFW
uya
u -i -a -a 
do-MEDL-PFV-ST
'My father went to see him.'
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Destination clauses marked with -ku 'locative 
nominalizer' (LN), indicate the place where the verb happens 
(see Chapter 2.3).
(421) ran±adega anSpebu nugeku
ra-ii -ade -ga a -±i -pebu nuk-ai -ku 
ls-POSI-father-ERG 3sI0-P0SI-friend be -ADZ-LN
naya kama uya
nay-a -a kama u -i -a -a
go -PFV-ST INFW do-MEDL-PFV-ST
'My father went to the place where his friend 
was. '
Purpose clauses may be glossed 'in order to', and are 
marked by the modal suffix -ega (PUR). They generally 
follow the main verb.
(422) lapi nawa neka 2in26ma gawega
lapis naua nek-ka 2in±oma gau -ega
pencil need do -3sPRTC book make-PUR
'Pencils are needed in order to make books.'
Conditional clauses are contrafactual in nature, and are
marked by -du 'irrealis' (IRR).
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(423) ra d£ui nakanangwi nanandu
ra diui na-k. -na-n -gui na-n -na-n -du 
Is gold 1s-ADV-be-VBZ-EMPH be-VBZ-be-VBZ-IRR
buey inkiSana
buey an -k -1 -§a -n -a
ox POSRE-ADV-LOC-place.in-VBZ-PFV
awanaggwaSa
u -a -na-n -gua^a-a -a 
do-PFV-be-VBZ-CONSO-PFV-ST
'If I had money, I would buy an ox.'
Temporal clauses mark either sequence or overlap. 
Sequential events are marked by a clause containing the 
suffix -mandi 'succession' (SUC).
(424) ta ukwemand£i homa
£a -a u -ku-a -ai -mandi horn -a -a 
eat-PFV do-FP-PFV-ADZ-SUC bathe-PFV-ST
'He bathed after he ate.'
Temporal overlap is marked by -aika 'overlap' (OVLP).
( 425 ) teSkaka ukwaSka
te -§ka-ka u -ku-a -aSka 
field-end-LOCP do-FP-PFV-OVLP
tuun
tu -u -an 
see-NEG-IMPF
'At the end of the field (and while there) 
(she) did not see him.'
Overlap clauses following a time word set the time
reference for the entire passage.
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(426) kaskena 2ara§ka aowa gaya
kasa-kana ±a-n -i -a -a£ka moua gaia
foot-place.of be-VBZ-MEDL-PFV -OVLP two girl
kama nara
kama na-n -i -a -a 
INFW be-VBZ-MEDL-PFV-ST
'In the beginning (at the foot), there were two 
girls.'
Logical clause connectors indicate reason. They are 
marked with -ai 'adverbializer' (ADZ) and -ama 'reason'.
(427) na mankasara nagateSka
3s mankasara na -k -a -ta -§i -ka
he clothes lsD0-ADV-BEN-vertical-CAU3-3sPRTC
name gwaruga
na-ama -ai guan-uga 
be-reason-ADZ .love-lsPRTC
'Because he clothes me ('causes clothes to be 
vertical for me), I love him.'
13.3 Complement Clauses
Damana employs a full range of complementation types. 
Cases of direct quotation involve a switch in deixis from 
the main clause, and exhibit no forms of reduction. Full 
sentence complements are linked to the main clause solely 
through juxtaposition. Strategies for incorporating a 
subordinate complement clause into the syntax of the main 
clause include referencing the subject of the inner clause 
with direct object agreement and nominali z a t ion.
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13.3.1 Full sentence complements
One type of full sentence complement is a quotation 
complement. The following set of examples illustrates that 
all three main moods can occur in the direct quote:
Declarative:
(428) ukwemandii kunehuga dumaga
u -ku -a -ai -mandi kunehu~ga dumaga 
do-FP-PFV-ADZ-SUC rabbit-ERG lion
kaya, ma fiiggwamaka
k -a -i -a -a ma ningua -maka 
ADV-AR-talk-PFV-ST 2s nothing-in.place . of
agafti tSukwega mafti 
agani tiukuaiga ma-na-in 
more big 2s-be-CK
'And so afterwards the rabbit said to the lion, 
"Nothing is bigger than you!".'
Interrogative:
(429) ukwaSka gayandZinaga a&iia
u -ku-a -aSka gaia-dina-ga a -Si2-a 
do-FP-PFV-OVLP girl-PL -ERG 3sI0-ask-PRV
bipki mununayu
bi -an -ki ma-na -unay-u
where-INDFLOC-IF 2s-lsD0-take-QS





u -ku-a -ai -mandi-ru guasare-ga 
do-FP-PFV-ADZ-SUC -TOP toucan -ERG
watapanafi klma kaya , §era
uatapanaii kima k -a -i -a -a Sera 
woodpecker INF ADV-AR-talk-PFV-ST beak
nambwa£a uSl
na ~bua2~a u -Si 
1sIO-Ioan-PFV do-FIMP
'And so afterwards the toucan told the 
woodpecker, "Loan me your beak".'
Clauses which serve as the complement to verbs of 
cognition, such as tu 'see' and ganS 'know', may also be 
completely unrestricted. In examples (431) and (432), each 
of the complement clauses could stand as an independent 
sentence; there is no special verb morphology. The 
complement clause may precede or follow the matrix verb
(431) robertuga dumaga gwaga hwanga
robertu-ga dumaga guag-a -a huan-ga
robertu-ERG lion kill-PFV-ST huan-ERG
tuwa
tu -a -a 
see-PFV-ST
Huan saw that Robertu killed a lion.'
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(432) anaga aganSa ra nakun
ana-ga a -ganS-a ra nak -u -an 




'He knows that I will not come.'
13.3.2 Integrated complement clauses
Complement clauses may be integrated into the syntax of 
the matrix clause through referencing as direct object or 
through nominalization of the subordinate clause.
With verbs such as 'want' or 'tell' which do not 
presuppose the truth of their complement, the logical 
subject of the complement clause may be the grammatical 
direct object of the main clause. This is evidenced by the 
lack of agreement markers in the subordinate verb phrase, 
while the subject of the subordinate clause is referenced as 
the direct object of the matrix clause.
(433) nayanegi kama magwaruga
nai-an -egi kama ma-gua -n -uga -a 
go -IMPF-DES INFW 2s-think-VBZ~lsPRTC-ST
'I want you to go.'
Clauses with a negative propositional attitude also 
exhibit this phenomenon.
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(434) nayawi kama magwaruge
nai-aui kama ma-gua -n -uga 
go -NAP INFW 2s-think~VBZ-lsPRTC
'I do not want you to go.' (Lit: 'I think 
to you that (you) not go.')
Another format for a 'want' clause in Damena is a topic 
comment construction using the modal suffix -ranga 'able' 
The subject of the subordinate complement clause is 
referenced both on the subordinate verb phrase and on the 
matrix verb. Examples (435) and (436) illustrate that the 
transitivity of the subordinate clause is not important.
(435) rage megwarugaru magkasara





'1 want you to wash the clothes.' (Lit: 'What 
I think is that you are able to wash the 
clothes.')
(436) ra megwarugaru maru imamba
ra ms-gua -n -uga -ru ma-ru i -ma-ba 
Is 2s-think-VBZ-1sPRTC-TOP 2s~T0P here-ON-OBL
aSa mawaragga
a -Sa -a me-u -a -ranga
3sI0-place.in-PFV 2s-do-PFV-able
'I want you to sit down here.' (Lit: 'What 
I think is that you are able to sit down 
here.')
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When the subject of the subordinate clause is 
coreferential with the wanter (i.e. when it is a controlled 
subject), the matrix verb used is mat 'occur'. In this 
construction, there is no subject agreement in the 
subordinate clause. It makes no difference if the 
subordinate complement clause is transitive or intransitive.
(437) nayanegi kama namara
nai-an -egi kama na -mat -i -a -a 
go -IMPF-DES INFW lsIO-occur-MEDL-PFV-ST
'I wanted to go.' (Lit: 'It occurred to me that 
(I ) go,')
(438) diosamba masi^anegi namarin
dios-ba ma-£i±-an -egi na -mat -a -in 
God -OBL 2s-ask-IMPF-DES IsIO-occur-WIT-CK
'I want to pray to God for you,' (Lit: 'It 
occurs to me that (I) ask God for you.')
13.3.3 Nominalization
A complement clause may also be nominalized. Frank 
(1990) refers to these constructions as resultant state 
complements.
(439) gewa?i nayanegka tukwin
geuai nai-a -na-n -ka tu -ku-a -in
plain go -PFV-be-VBZ-3sPRTC see-FP-WIT-CK
'I saw that he had gone to the plain.'
In Damana, dun 'want', is used only in constructions 
involving partially inflected sentence complements, with the 
subordinate verb in the form of a gerund.
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(440) minduna uye ra 2aps§i
mi -dun -a u -i -a -i ra 2ape§-i 
2sIO-want-PFV do-MEDL-PFV-QS Is sweep-GER
'Do you want me to sweep?'
(441) snags anduii awin ihksndzinaga iSta
ana-ga a -dun -i u -in ihks-dina-ga iSta
3s -ERG 3sl0-want-GER do-CK 3p -PL -ERG beans
ga?i
k ~±a -i 
ADV-eat-GER
'He wants them to eat beans.'
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